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BRIEFLY
Inside
Iraqi deal probed:

Iraqi soldiers reportedly
have limited night vision
capability thanks to U.S.
and Dutch businesses. Infrared goggles may have
Elayed a part in the Khafji
attle.
► See page 3.
The house that dances:

Anderson Arena will be
the site Sunday of a jazzercise extravaganza to raise
money for Special Olympics. At least 30 instructors
will be on hand for the
event.
►•See page 4.

Campus
Daffodil days:

The American Cancer Society will be delivering daffodils to friends or families
in an effort to raise money
to support cancer research.
Orders will be taken until
March 14, and flowers can
be delivered to areas of
Wood County.
Bouquets of 10 daffodils
are available for $5.00.
For more information call
Linda Glomski at 372-8725 or
Jason Jackson at 372-2810.
Wet and twisted:

Two philanthropies, sponsored by two sororities and
one fraternity, are scheduled for this weekend.
The annual Chi Omega
Twister Tournament begins
the fundraising in Eppler
South Saturday at 3 p.m.
and should last until 5:30
p.m. Also, Delta Gamma
Sorority and Phi Delta
Theta Fraternity will be
hosting Anchor Splash Sunday at 4 p.m. in Cooper
Pool. All are welcome to attend.

State
Toledoans to lose jobs:

Layoffs are in store for
Toledo workers as the city
continues its struggle to
erase a multi-million dollar
budget deficit, local officials said.
City Manager Thomas
Hoover said the city is facing a $17.5 million deficit in
its 1991 budget. Toledo is
projecting $147 million in
expenditures and about $130
million in revenue.
Hoover said the faltering
local economy has forced
the city topropose an elimination of tunas for 150 positions. Many of the positions
were already not being
filled because of a hiring
freeze last year. But at least
33 people would lose their
jobs under Hoover's current
proposal, including 10 people in the Municipal Court's
office.
The proposals would save
the city $5.7 million, Hoover
said.
Over the last decade,
Toledo has lost thousands of
manufacturing jobs. The
last three years have been
especially hard, with nearly
4,000 jobs either eliminated
or moved to other U.S. cities
with lower labor and utility
costs.

Weather
Temperatures falling:

Today, partly cloudy.
High around 40 early, then
temperatures falling sharply through the 30s. Northwest winds 10 to 20 mph and
gusty. Tonight, mostly clear
and cold. Low in the teens.
Saturday, mostly sunny.
High in the upper 20s.

compiled from local and
wire reports

The BG News
Iraq accepts Soviet proposal
'The war itself continues' IT
by Thomas Ginsberg
Associated Press writer

MOSCOW — Iraq accepted a
Soviet peace plan that calls for an
Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait
and an end to the Persian Gulf
War, a Kremlin spokesperson
said late Thursday night.
The United States said it was
studying the proposal but President Bush had "some concerns"
about it, a White House spokesperson said.
The agreement contained no
mention of the Palestinian problem or the Arab-Israeli conflict.
The Soviet spokeperson, Vitaly
Ignatenko, announced the
agreement following more than
two hours of talks between President Mikhail Gorbachev and
Iraq's foreign minister, Tariq
Aziz, on the terms of a Soviet
peace plan proposed earlier this
week.

"The response is positive," Ignatenko told reporters immediately after the meeting. "The
two parties came to the conclusion that it is possible to find a
way out of the military conflict in
the gulf."
In Washington, presidential
spokesperson Marlin Fitzwater
said Bush had no immediate response, and would be studying the
plan. However, Fitzwater said
the United States had concerns
about aspects of the agreement.
"The war itself continues,"
Fitzwater added. "There's no
change at this point in our prosecution of the war."
Ignatenko said the two sides
agreed on eight points, starting
with Iraqi agreement to a full and
unconditional withdrawal from
Kuwait.
The pullout would begin two
days after a cease-fire, and would
be monitored under U.N. auspices by countries not directly in-
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volved in the month-old Gulf War,
Ignatenko said.
Iraq also agreed to release all
prisoners of war immediately
after the cease-fire, the spokesperson added. He said details of
the plan would be worked out and
presented to the U.N. Security
Council later today.
Gorbachev spoke to Bush by
telephone shortly after the meeting with Aziz. Bush had previously said the Soviet plan was

not acceptable, although he said
he was encouraged by the possibility of talks about withdrawal.
Fitzwater said Gorbachev and
Bush spoke for just about 30
minutes. He said Bush thanked
Gorbachev "but raised serious
concerns about several points in
the plan."
He didn't elaborate about
which points the leaders discussed.
"President Bush said the
United States would consult with
its coalition partners on the proposal," Fitzwater said.
The plan outlined by Ignatenko
did not include any mention of
linkage to an Israeli withdrawal
from occupied Arab territories,
one of the sticking points in all
previous peace discussions.
However, a knowledgeable U.S.
official, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said ne foresaw problems because the plan does not
account for reparations by Iraq to
Kuwait.
"That, essentially, would be
letting them get away with it,"

the official said.
One of the U.N. resolutions
passed after the invasion of Kuwait "reminds" Iraq that it is liable for damages from its invasion. It says arrangements "may
be established" to require restitution.
The announcement in Moscow
came after Baghdad radio had
Sone off the air overnight, so
lere was no immediate response
from Iraq. The Iraqi news agency
had also stopped transmissions
for the night.
Ignatenko said details of the
peace agreement remained to be
worked out.
Senate Republican Leader Bob
Dole, in a speech on the Senate
floor, said, "Let's be cautious."
He said that Saddam "might be
playing a stalling game.'' i
While the world studied the announcement from Moscow, Bush
went to Ford's Theater to see
"Black Eagles," a show about
black Air Force pilots in World
War II.

Campus groups
express mixed
war sentiment
The fraternity came up with the
idea of passing out ribbons
through suggestions during a
meeting, Dott said.
The University Union was a
"It is really personal to us —
scene of varying emotions Thurs- our president's brother is there
day as two student groups ex- right now along with some of our
firessed their opinions of Opera- fraternity brothers," he said.
ion Desert Storm in different "We want to stress support for
our troops and we want them to
ways.
Outside the front doors of the come home safely."
Union, the Peace Coalition joined
Both groups have varying opinin a nationwide protest of the Gulf ions about student reactions to
War.
their causes.
"This was a day set aside by
Peace Coalition member Chris[peace] groups across the nation tian Fleming said he does not
because February 21 — also hap- think people are paying attention
pens to be the 26th anniversary of to the coalition's readings.
the assassination of Malcom X,"
"I think a lot of people are
said John Bernard, senior liberal walking by and just passing this
studies major.
off as nothing," he said.
Just inside the Union Foyer, "[Students] are just concerned
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity de- with their own lives and they're
cided to show their support of the not concerned with what's going
soldiers by passing out yellow on on the other side of the world to
people our own age."
ribbons to passers-by.
"We [the fraternity] wanted to
Junior Phi Sigma Kappa memincrease awareness and show our ber Darren Guido said people
support of our fraternity brothers have had a positive reaction to
and other students over there," their cause.
"We have had several hundred
said Jeremy Dott, community
people come through here and
service chairperson.
Each organization had people have been real underdifferent reasons for their meth- standing about our cause," he
ods of protest.
said.
In a brainstorming session, the
"We have gone through four
coalition decided to read pas- rolls of ribbon today — that's alsages from various authors who most 80 yards," Dott added.
wrote about their opinions of war,
The Peace Coalition and the
Phi Sigs said they hope they have
Bernard said.
"We've been reading from a made an impact on students in
number of books by [Bob] Dylan, some way.
Graduate Student Senate
[Henry David]Thoreau, Martin
Luther King and others who had President Wayne Berman said he
something to say about the real hopes people will realize the serieffects of war and what really ousness of the war through the
happens to the people involved,
coalition's readings.
he said.
by Jacqueline Porter
staff writer

Recycling Center Expands

BO Nawi/Iodd Swanion

Cralg Yarger works at the Jaycees's recycling center where the dropoff area Is being improved. According to Kent Gardam, the city engineer In charge of the 7.200 square foot addition, the added
space will allow an expansion of recycling services. The addition was contracted by Dunipace Builders, a local firm, and the total cost will be $74,000. The projected completion date Is March 1.

Malcolm X remembered incumbent declines
party endorsement
by Marvin C. Brown
staff writer

Students gathered in the Amani
Room Thursday night, on the anniversary of Malcolm X's 1965 assassination, to celebrate the civil
rights leader's life and contributions.
The Malcolm X Memorial,
sponsored by the Black Student
Union, was a part of the continuing Black Pride and Consciousness Sessions aimed at uniting
African-American students.
Various black student leaders
spoke on the long-lasting effects
of Malcolm X's struggles.
Maurice Tate, BSU president,
said Malcolm X's attempts to
unify all African Americans is an
example for black students to follow.
"We need to start networking
— the [campus] NAACP, Black
Greek Council, the Board of
Black Cultural Activities," he
said. "We need to be together
—there are no individual prob-

lems concerning black students
on this campus ... there are only
400 of us."
Kappa Alpha Psi President
Troy Hardgrow, said he believes
in Malcolm X's ideas of using
"any means necessary."
"In the 1960's passiveness
might have worked, but now we
can't be passive," he said. "It's
time to fight for what we believe
in — this is the concept that Malcolm X presented to me."
Two videos detailing Malcolm
X's struggles followed the lectures.
Born Malcolm Little in Omaha,
Neb., May 19, 1925, Malcolm X
rose from an impoverished and
criminal lifestyle to become the
national spokesperson for the Nation of Islam by 1963.
With his controversial credo,
"By any means necessary," Malcolm X saw violence in selfdefense as justifiable — a view
which contrasted Martin Luther
King's non-violent preachings.
Malcolm X's outspokeness on
President John F. Kennedy's as-

sassination —he called Kennedy's death a product of a violent
America which the government
chose to ignore — caused his suspension from the Nation of Islam,
and his subsequent founding of
his own organiztion: The Organization of Afro-American Unity.

Malcolm X's refusal to be
silenced made him the target of
countless death threats, the firebombing of his home and his
eventual assassination in New
York City Feb. 21, 1965. His funeral was attended by more than
20,000.
Nationally, USA Today (Feb.
21) reported more than 200 college campuses and high schools
used the anniversary, in conjunction with Black History Month, as
a day to participate in marches
and teach-ins to protest the Persian Gulf War.
"He is still with us today," said
BBCA member Muhammed
Luster. "We have a responsiblity
to take on his legacy and continue
in the struggle.

by Aaron Dorksen
staff writer

Alex Teodosio, senior political science major, may have received a
break last week when the Bowling Green Democratic Executive
committee decided not to endorse a candidate for the city council atlarge position.
Teodosio said he was all set to go before the committee to be
screened at a meeting Thursday, Feb. 14 when incumbent Tom Anderson, a University geography professor, said he would rather the
committee not endorse a candidate.
"My feeling was that it is the democratic process to wait for the
primary," Anderson said. The primary will take place May 7.
Teodosio said this is a big break because it gives him a better
chance to earn a vote from the straight ticket voter.
"Tom was a real gentleman," said Teodosio. "He said he would
rather not have either candidate endorsed because 'it would be more
fair to the people.'"
Anderson said he did not do what he did because Teodosio is a student.
"It doesn't make a difference whether he is a student or not. I did
what I think is fair," Anderson said.
Anderson said he hopes his past record is good enough to win another term.
"I'd like to continue the recent economic development that's occurred in Wood County," Anderson said.
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Advisory board
faces dilemmas
If a student leader you know looks stressed out this
weekend, try to be understanding.
The great ACGFA giveaway, an annual "classic" of
University politics, has returned to the University.
This is the second of three weekends in which the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations will
listen to presentations from campus organizations.
For the leaders of student organizations expecting
money, it is a time to put on a winning smile, highlight
their achievements and re-evaluate future goals.
And for ACGFA, a 15-student board appointed by
students, the choices will be agonizing. They have

about $420,000 to give — and they are being asked for
1518,000.
Some student organizations would not exist without
funding from general fees. Did you know University intramurals received $62,000 last year, and is asking for
$9,080 more this time around?
Undergraduate Student Government, the recipient of
$27,950 last year, is asking for $6,050 more. Graduate
Student Senate is asking for $28,964 this year, a potential $1,464 increase. The Dry Dock is asking for a $2,005
increase, to $14,205.
Other organizations will be kneeling before ACGFA
for the first time.
WFAL-AM 680, Black Greek Council, Asian Communities United, the Association of College Entrepreneurs, Chinese Club, and the Society of Physics
Students are some of these newcomers.
ACGFA is one of the few, real examples of students
becoming involved in the decision-making process at

the University.
The USG president annually selects five ACGFA
representatives, while the GSS leadership chooses two.
Other organizations also are represented^some on a rotating basis.
The African-American Graduate Student Association, the African Peoples Association, the Black Student Union, the Commuter Off-Campus Organization,
Women for Women, the Resident Student Association,
the Latino Student Association, and Interfraternity
Council are represented this year.
Evelyn Watkins, Mike Callow, Oghenegare Otojare,
Sherlette Dixon, Maurice Tate, Craig Mey, Cristina
Gonzales, Marcia Tyson, David Darcy, Kevin McCallum, Sharon Novak. Laurie Staas, James Walters,
Wayne Berman, and Tina Hastings are your student
representatives this year.
If a student organization is important to you, help
them make an informed choice by telling them why.

Ideas change as knowledge is gained
Phaedrus studied hard during
this period and learned extremely fast and kept his mouth
shut, but it would be wrong to
give the least impression that be
was any sort of good student.
A good student seeks knowledge fairly and Impartially.
Phaedrus did not.
He bad an axe to grind, and all
be sought were those things that
helped him grind it and the
means of knocking down anything which prevented him from
grinding it
He had no time for or interest in
other people's Great Books. He
was there solely to write a Great
Book of his own. (Robert Pirsig
f romZen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance.)
The dull roar is back — the dull
roar that the ancient Greek philosopher Phaedrus must have felt
when, in the process of searching
for rationality, he went insane.
The dull roar that only a graduating senior could appreciate.
The frustration of being educated
but ignorant.
Ann, to be a freshman and
superficial again, when the popular reading list included The Art
of the Deal by Donald Trump and
weekly issues of Sports Illustrated and National Review.
When "the Gipper" said it was
time for the U.S.A. to kick some
ass again on the playing field of
the world and I drank to that at
the age of 18. Those were indeed
good and simple times.
Now all I feel is disillusionment

as Phaedrus did in ancient
Greece. The disillusionment that
comes with the accumulation of
knowledge. Knowledge which
destroys your previously-held beliefs and attacks the Great Book
which you set out to write the first
year of college, which Included
chapters about wealth and politics in a white man's world. Then
you find that by the time graduation nears, not only have you not

seem to be the cure-all on paper,
but in practice, they become full
of boles. All the ideologies ever
practiced have not cured the pain
of a minority or stopped the atrocities of war.
These problems became
clearer to me in the past few
months. Last semester, Dr. William Rock ended his History
Senior Pro-Seminar class with
the question, "Has America pro-

God and
Man at
Bowline
Green

Fellow history major and student activist Kevin Turner was
quick to respond. He did not think
the United States had progressed
much — if any. Kevin pointed out
many injustices the federal
government had exercised
against U.S. citizens—specifically minority U.S. citizens.
I vehemently disputed Kevin in
my mind, but for me to speak at
that time would have added to the
considerable tension already
subsisting in the room. Anyways,
like Phaedrus, I was about to
complete my Great Book and had
little reason to entertain any of
Kevin's remarks.
Over Christmas break, I
pushed the question out of my
mind. My Great Book was almost
complete and any additional deliberation would only add to an
already strenuous and timeconsuming labor.
However, as fate would have it,
the question, "Has America progressed?" resurfaced last week
in Domna Pastourmatzi's Utopian Lit class.

by
Scott
Geringer
completed the book, you've ended
up throwing the damn thing on
the bonfire of idealism.
The more we learn, the less we
actually know.
Seniors stand on the precipice
of graduating from the University with a degree in quotology, and
we do not have one concrete answer to the social ills of modern
America — racism, sexism, ignorance, poverty, etc.. We buy
into beautiful ideologies which

1?"

In discussion of Edward Bellemy's Looking Backward, the
class discovered that the Utopian
ideas of Bellemy were quite a desirable alternative in comparison
to the capitalistic chaos currently
existing in the decaying urban
centers of this country. A sudden
rage stirred from my very soul.
My Great Book was being challenged. This time, I could not ait
idly by, so I pounced on the question, reciting portions of my
Great Book — arguing that this
nation had always reformed upon
crisis and indeed progress had
been made through these reforms.
One student spoke in opposition
to the ideas in my Great Book and
I struck her down as if Satan were
challenging the Ten Commandments.
I had vanquished my attacker
in principle and fact, but for some
reason my Great Book did not
sound as great when I had to
stand up and be recognized as the
source, author and defender. I
knew it wouldn't.
Today I begin writing my new
Great Book, using many of my original ideas but in a different
context — trying to gain useful
knowledge impartially. I tell my
own failure in the hopes that others have experienced the same
trials and have survived to write
a new book. If not, I guess I am
doomed to the fate of Phaedrus —
while in the search of rationality...

Letters
Hints outlined on
getting to know the
USG candidates

anxiety just like everyone else. question mine. Maybe you ques- Please show your support by
You are to be commended for tion others' because you have to wearing shoes to class.
taking the Initiative and for a job question yours.
Chris Dare,
Erin Wild,
well done.
senior
Joe Brickner,
sophomore
College Republican

Editor The News:
It is time again for USG elections. In order for students to become more familiar with the
candidates, here are a few suggestions (to the students). First
of all. please attend a USG General Assembly meeting. They are
on alternating Monday evenings
at 7:30 in the Assembly Room,
McFall Center. A large portion of
the candidates for both At-Large
Senators and President/Vice
President are presently members
of USG. Here you can see choices
in action. This will give you a
good idea of how they will act or
perform next year.
Another suggestion is for you to
attend any rallies or meetings the
candidates are holding. This will
give you a chance to hear their
positions on various campus issues. You can compare the candidates and then make an informed decision about whom you
are going to vote for on March
12th and 13th.
Nickie Klepper,
E.O.B.

Ignorance a big
reason for fear
of homosexuals

Flag symbolizes
the sacrifices
of our troops
Editor The News:
I would like to express a simple
"thank-you" to The News staff for
printing the American flag on the
back page of the Feb. 19 issue.
The flag is the symbol of our support for the troops and it is crucial that our actions are in support of the sacrifices they are
making; sacrifices that we can
never fully abpreciate while sitting here content and safe in the
U.S. Regardless of everyone's
differing viewpoints of our involvement in the Middle East, it
is good that we come to realize
that our troops are human beings.
They have fears and feelings of

Editor The News:
In response to Chris Dare's letter on Feb. 14:
You make me sick and utterly
digusted. The only thing I found
correctly stated was when you
said "being homophobic is not
'discrimination'." Being homophobic is about being ignorant
about homosexuals and homosexuality. But, if a job applicant
was turned down because of his
or her sexual preference, that.
Mr. Dare, would be considered
discrimination.
You compare homosexuals to
the Nazis and the Satanists. What
you are saying is that homosexuals are committing some form of
anti-Christian act by simply being themselves? You say. "being
gay is not like being black or hispanic." There you are definitely
wrong. The reason why society
can pick a black or a hispanic out
of a crowd is by the color of his or
her skin, which you cannot do
with homosexuals because they
do not nave external markings to
show they are gay. But they're
discriminated against all the
same.
You say homosexuality is "a
lifestyle and a preference, an indication that a person's mind
does not operate along the same
channels as a normal member of
our society." May I ask you this:
Where do you get off saying gays
are not "normal"? Just because
you may judge one person as being "normal' that does not make
that person "normal" nor does it
make anyone else "abnormal."
I am not homophobic because I
know who and what I am. I do not
question others' sexual preferences because I do not have to

Even with loss,
Homophobic
coach Larranaga
views defended
motivates players

Editor The News:
This letter is in response to
those who have portrayed me as
some type of mindless robot, proEammed by an evil society to
te everybody. I don't like gays.
When men are able to reproduce
— I'll support them. I know lots of
people who don't like them either.
None of them are sinister fiends
who beat up old ladies.
In my previous letter, I was not
referring to criminals and murderers. Iwas merely stating that
there are certain individuals who
may be law abiding citizens, but
nonetheless have lifestyles the
majority of us find offensive. I
can t deny them the right to make
their own choices, but you can't
deny me my right to resent them
for it. And what's all this talk
about hate? I am not a hateful
person. However, I do think it's
good to hate certain things. I hate
guys who sell drugs to little kids
(or anybody else)7l hate corporations that dump chemicals into
our rivers. And if I have kids, I
am gonna teach them to hate
those things too. because I sure
wouldn't want them to grow up
liking them.
I saw Geraldo a couple weeks
back where they had gay and lesbian marriages. I trunk that's
sick. And what's with this homosexual who wants the senate
seat? Give it a rest, man. He
didn't get what he wanted, so he's
using discrimination charges as
blackmail against Kevin Coughlin. I heard that he already ran
once and lost. Can't he take a
hint? We don't want gays in student government because they
are loathesome [sicl and repulsive. You can make fun of me all
you want, but at least I know I am
right. I hereby declare next Monday "Say no to Gays Day."

Editor The News:
I'm writing in response to a letter written by Kevin Fulk in the
Feb. 20 issue of 77?e News concerning Jim Larranaga. Fulk
knows about as much about basketball as my sister, and believe
me that's no compliment.
Fulk tried to point out how badly Larranaga motivates his
players. I don t know where you've been the last two years, but
Larranaga did a very good job of
motivation when the Falcons beat
highly ranked Michigan State.
We're talking about the same
Michigan State team that gave
No.2 Ohio State their only loss of
the season.
I wanted to write this earlier
because I just knew someone was
going to try and stick this loss
(EMU) on him. If a 19 to 21-yearold man cannot get motivated by
himself for possibly the biggest
§ame in the MAC all season then
on't blame the coaches.
Secondly, get off the back of
sports' editor Matt Schroder, he's
only trying to show his support
for a fine basketball team. Fulk
also thought Schroder didn't
know what it takes to win on the
basketball court, but I think Dick
Vitale, the "basketball guru"
does. The Tuesday after BG's
defeat of Michigan State, he
called Larranaga "a great motivator."
I do agree with Fulk on one
point. It is unfortunate our basketball team isn't as successful
as we would like it to be, but the
sun will come up in the morning
just the same.
Todd L. Prenger,
senior
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Gulf
Sale of infrared
devices probed
WASHINGTON (AP) — Iraq
obtained night vision equipment,
built with American parts, from a
Dutch firm that apparently sold it
illegally, government and corporate officials said.
The Pentagon is investigating
how Iraq got the equipment, key
elements of which were supplied
by Hughes Aircraft Co. in Los
Angeles.
Richard Dore, a Hughes
spokesperson, said the company
was "kind of hoodwinked" because it believed the infrared
imaging sensors it agreed to sell
Delft Instruments in Delft, Holland, were destined for the Dutch
military.

"We also know some of that
equipment had a U.S. origin,"
said the official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
The imaging sensors, which detect the infrared rays given off by
warm objects such as machines
or troops, can be mounted on
tanks or missiles or can stand
alone. Dore said Hughes sold the
sensors to Delft, which made a
range of end products.
The United States has suspended all weapons contracts between
American suppliers and Delft Instruments pending the outcome
of the investigation, according to
officials at the State and Defense
departments.
"We have informed the Dutch
government that all munitions licenses to Delft have been suspended," the official said.
Dore said deliveries of sensors
for infrared imaging systems to
Delft were halted in January, two
months after Hughes learned of

But a U.S. official familiar with
the case said a "considerable
amount of night vision equipment" was shipped to Iraq
through a Delft subsidiary in Belgium, as well as through other
sources.

War reporting
rules analyzed

The imaging sensors, which
detect the infrared rays given off
by warm objects such as
machines or troops, can be
mounted on tanks or missiles or
can stand alone.
an investigation by the Pentagon's Defense Technology Security Agency. Hughes is cooperating
with the probe and is not accused
of any violations.
U.S. military officials have said
the allies have an big advantage
over Iraqi troops in the Persian
Gulf War because of its sophisticated night-vision equipment.
The Iraqis' night-vision capability "is very marginal," Maj.
Gen. Barry R. McCaffrey, commander of the 24th Mechanized
Infantry Division, said in September.
Therefore, Iraq's night battles
at the Saudi Arabian town of Khafji, the first major ground encounter of the war, surprised the
allies.

WASHINGTON — Walter Cronkite said the Pentagon's system
for dealing with journalists in the Persian Gulf War is doing the
Eublic such a disservice that he'd prefer reporters be censored
ut free to range over the battle front.
But Pete Williams, the Defense Department's chief spokesKirson, said the former CBS anchorperson's idea wouldn't work,
e said war moves too fast these days to permit correspondents
to hotdog it on their own, showing up on a unit's perimeter unexpectedly in a four-wheel-drive vehicle and expecting to be welcomed. They'd probably be shot by sentries, he said.
"We can't say, 'Y'all come to the battlefield,'" Williams said.
Williams and Cronkite presented their ideas for war coverage
Wednesday at a hearing by the Senate Governmental Operations
Committee on the Pentagon's press restrictions.
Three correspondents, recently back from the war zone, testified the Pentagon system of limiting coverage to a handful of
news pools, who must then share their reporting with their colleagues, has broken down.
Like Cronkite, they advocated open coverage, although they
did not share his view on the necessity of censorship.
Malcolm Browne of The New York Times. Craie Hines of
the Houston Chronicle and Frank Aukofer of the Milwaukee
Journal said the pool system was envisioned only as a stopgap
means to put reporters on hand for the opening hours of an engagement.
After that, they said, it was assumed reporters would be free
to cover the war on their own and competitively. That's the way
the Vietnam War was covered, with correspondents usually
hopping a helicopter ride and spending a week or so with its
troops to capture the sense of what they go through.
In the Gulf, the Pentagon procedures make that kind of coverage almost non-existent. Only a relative handful get to be with
the half-million U.S. troops.
"Exclusive coverage by pools allows military commanders to
veto coverage of their units or to arrange it to their selfpromoting advantage," Hines said.
Cronkite said reporters should be put in uniform, given military drivers and permitted to go to wherever the action is, with
their dispatches or television tape subject to review by civilian
lawyer censors, charged with eliminating only military secrets.
That was the method in use when he covered World War n as a
young United Press correspondent, he said, and it worked.
Cronkite said "the number of correspondents wandering
freely behind the lines must be controlled," but that could be
done by accrediting reporters for major news organizations and
letting them rotate.
Of critical importance to a democracy, he said, even if it
means keeping the news from getting out for a day or two, is
making sure a reporter is on hand to give the public — and history — a firsthand account of warfare.
"What we have now is pre-censorship, by telling you what you
can't see," Cronkite said. "I'd rather have post-censorship
where you could argue it out after you get your story."

"Delft equipment was picked
up at Khafji/' the U.S. official
said.
Neither Dore nor Rinze
Kingma, president of Delft Instruments, would provide details
of the contract between Hughes
and Delft. They did not say how
much it was worth or how many
sensors were involved.
The State Department's Office
of Defense Trade Controls, which
issues munitions licenses, said
such details were proprietary information.
Kingma said in a telephone
interview he had "heard rumors"
about the suspension but has "not
been officially informed of this."
He denied the company had
done anything wrong.

Law to protect troops' families
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Thursday night passed
legislation protecting members
of the National Guard and other
armed forces reserve units serving in the Persian Gulf from
mortgage foreclosure and a host
of otherlegal problems.
The chamber passed the
measure, an amendment to the
Soldiers and Sailors Relief Act of
1940, on a voice vote without dissent and sent it to the House.
"Passage today is the only way
to assure these citizen soldiers
and sailors that their country will
not fail to match their commitment to duty," said Sen. Dennis
DeConcini, D-Ariz., chairperson
of the Senate Veterans Affairs
Committee.

"Let the word go out that
America has nothing but uncompromising support for each and
every reservist, wherever they
serve, whenever they serve and
however they serve." he said.
Earlier Thursday, Rep. Toby
Roth, R-Wis., introduced legislation that would direct the Defense
Department to allow immediate
members of a family to be exempted from service within the
same combat zone.
"Losing one member of a family is a real tragedy. Losing more
than one, especially when we
could have acted in time to prevent it, is too great a sacrifice for
any family," Roth told reporters
at a news conference.

Similar legislation sponsored
by Sen. John Heinz, R-Pa., was
defeated Wednesday. The Pentagon opposes it.
Among the protections afforded
the more than 200,000 citizensoldiers are these:
•An increase in the maximum
rental or mortgage delinquency
required before an eviction from
$150 to $1,200.
• Reinstatement of employerprovided health insurance.

Roth's proposal would allow
• A prohibition against credit members of the same family to
discrimination related to a ser- request transfers out of a combat
vice member's credit record.
zone, as opposed to simply off the
same ship or out of the same unit.
•Suspension of malpractice in- It would require the department
surance premium payments for to honor the request of at least
physicians called to active duty one of those family members.
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until their return to the United
States.
• The right to return to the civilian job if called up for more than
90 days.
The Pentagon has a regulation
to protect sole-surviving family
members. Another directive
states that all but one immediate
family member can request a
transfer from the same unit or
ship in time of war.
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Abortion topic explored Fundraiser contributes
Group redefines pro-choice
Students for Life
stress education to program for disabled
by Jcnl Bond
WTtt«T

In an effort to promote a new
outlook on the Issues of choice,
Students for Choice will offer informational sessions throughout
the semester.
The sessions, entitled "Reproductive Freedom Discussion Series" will be offered once a week
and feature videos and guest
speakers who will initiate discussion. Each session begins at 7:30
p.m. in the Unitea Christian
Center's Fellowship Hall,
Wednesdays through March 20.
"We welcome everyone's opinion, but the purpose isn't to debate but to discuss," Catherine
Keske, president of Students for
Choice said.
In addition, Keske said, the
reason for the series is to make
people aware of the difference between pro-choice and proabortion.
"Being pro-choice is not being
pro-abortion. We believe abortion
is a personal decision based on
personal morals and religious beliefs," sine said.

Proposed legislation in Georgia
and Utah to toughen abortion
laws has driven Students for
Choice to work even harder for
reproductive freedom, she said.
As long as there is a threat to
reproductive rights there is a
need for this kind of organization
so we can continue fighting off
these threats to our rights," Greg
Richey, vice president of Students tor Choice said.
Last semester Students for
Choice registered more than ISO
Ero-choice voters before Novemer's election and held a rally
which attracted more than 100
people.
Although, the group is nonpartisan it supports pro-choice
candidates.
"Last semester the focus was
more political while this semester we're focusing on education,"
Keske said.
One main focus of Students for
Choice is "keeping abortion legal
doesn't make the rate of premarital sex go up,"according to
Keske.
"You can be religiously, morally and ethically against abortion
and still be pro-choice," she said.
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by Jeni Bond
writer

Students for Life are activityoriented this semester in their
efforts to educate the campus
about abortion.
Guest speakers will discuss
different aspects of the pro-life
movement including postabortion syndrome and feminists
who are pro-life.
The psychological effects
women experience after an abortion is the first lecture topic.
Karen Keitzman, director of the
Crisis Pregnancy Center of
Adrian, Mich., will begin 8 p.m.
Wednesday in the Union's Faculty Lounge. Students for Life believe the speakers may be helpful
in eradicating misconceptions
people may have about the prolife movement.
"One falsehood is that women
oppose abortion more than men,"
said Dennis Lann, co-vice president of Students for Life.
Although Students for Life is
against abortion, they offer help
to women who are considering it
as an alternative.
"We refer women who are considering abortion to the Bowling
Green Pregnancy Center. They
can offer anything she needs including post and pre-natal care,"
Ken GiDaspy, co-vice president
said.
Students for Life want to show
people the abortion issue is important.
"We believe that life begins at
conception and there is overwhelming evidence to support
it," President Lisa Brennan said.
Other life issues are also on the
agenda of the organization. They
farticipate in activities with
IOSPUS, a group which helps dying people deal with their fears of
death.
However, the main focus of the
group is abortion.
"We realize that women have
died from illegal abortions, but
more women nave died since it
became legal, not to mention 25
million babies which have also
died, "said Lann.

ASAP.
Make your taxes less taxing.
Do them ASAP

People will be able to take care
of their body and raise money for
the Wood County Special Olympics at a Jazz-A-Thon 11:30 a.m.
— 4 p.m. Sunday in Anderson
Arena.
"Our goal is two-fold," said Bill
Ferguson, Wood County Special
Olympics coordinator. "The most
important goal is to raise money
for the Special Olympics, [and
secondly] a good turnout and for
folks to have tun."
Liz Sheets, Wood County Special Olympics communications
coordinator, said more than 500
people, including 30 instructors,
from jazzercise classes in seven
surrounding counties will participate.
"There are a number of [Jazzercise] instructors aware of
Special Olympics," Sheets said.
"It is a good cause [which gives]
more opportunity for people with
mental retardation to participate
in the Special Olympics.
"We will be allowing walk-ons,
starting at 11:30," she added.
"We encourage students to stop
by and participate."
Participants are encouraged to

! Special
Olympics
get pledges and donations from
friends, neighbors, and local
businesses, Sheets said.
Fifty door prizes will be given
to the people with the most
pledges, with first prize being a
trip for two to a North Carolina
condominium.
Ferguson said aerobic classes
from the University also are collecting sponsors for Sunday's
Jazz-A-Thon.
Churchills Supermarket, Subway and T.C.B.Y. will provide refreshments, while 92.5 WVKS-FM
from Toledo will broadcast live
from the arena and will provide
the music, she said.
St. Charles Hospital also will be
at Anderson giving free health
checks, including bodyfat screening, blood pressure tests, and
cholesterol tests, Ferguson said.
Campus organizations participating in the Jazz-A-Thon include

BLOTTER=

Officer injured
in disturbance
at Food Town
A Bowling Green police officer was hurt while arresting a man
at Food Town, 840 S. Main St., Wednesday evening.
Police said the individual was drunk and threw a mayonnaise
jar at the arresting officer's head as he was arrested.
Officer Al Alvord was treated at Wood County Hospital after
he arrested Mike McDonald (last known address, Daytona
Beach, Fla.) for criminal mischief, resisting arrest, disorderly
conduct while intoxicated with persistence, assault and felony
theft.
City police received two complaints pertaining to McDonald,
including one from a Food Town employee who said he was yellingobscenities at customers as they entered the store.
The employee also said McDonald had tried to open a quart of
orange juice and began eating a bag of chips. When another employee asked McDonald if he was planning to pay for the merchandise, he began yelling obscenities at the employee, he reported.
McDonald attempted to throw a mayonnaise jar at Alvord's
head but instead it hit the floor and shattered, police said.
When Alvord and the other officer handcuffed McDonald, he
began yelling "rape" several times, according to the police report.
McDonald was later transported to Wood County Justice
Center.
Alvord twisted his lower back and was hit in the mouth during
the struggle to handcuff McDonald. Also, Alvord's shirt was torn
and his glasses were broken during the struggle.
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the Wellness Center and Student
Recreation Center. Information
about the event was sent to residence halls and fraternity and sorority houses, Ferguson said.
"Alpha Chi Omega has been doing a tremendous amount of
work, with making signs," he
said.
Proceeds from the $10 registration fee and Jazz-A-Thon T-shirts
sold at the event go to the Wood
County Special Olympics, said
Ferguson.
Participants will also be given
a Jazz-A-Thon tote bag, Sheets
said.
A fashion show with the latest
in exercise fashions will also be
shown during the Jazz-A-Thon,
Ferguson added.
While Jazzercise raised more
than $30,000 for the American
Lung Association in 1987, Sheets
said this is the first fundraiser
the group has done for Special
Olympics.
''With the weather being good
and the event being local, we
hope for a strong response from
the University," Ferguson said.
Sheets said there was a 66 percent increase of Special Olympic
participants in the last year,
making a need for fund raisers to
raise more money for the event.

by Greg Watson
staff writer

■University police responded
to a complaint of a fight in Offenhauer West Sunday morning.
■City police responded to a
loud party complaint in the 200
block of Mercer Road Sunday
morning.
■City police responded to a
loud music complaint in the 600
block of Second Street Sunday
morning.
■Scott R. Cook, 341 Conklin
Hall, was cited for underage
drinking Sunday morning.
■James A. Kontak, waterville,
O., was cited for underage drinking in city Lot 2 Sunday morning.
■City police responded to a
loud music complaint in the 700
block of Scott Hamilton Drive
Sunday morning.
■An employee of Student Book
Exchange, 530 E. Wooster St., reported several men were throwing snowballs at the store's sign
Sunday morning.
■A resident of the 500 block of
East Merry Avenue reported
someone shot a BB pellet through
her window Sunday afternoon.
■A resident of Founders Quadrangle reported someone stole
$190 from a desk in her room Sunday evening.
■A resident of the 600 block of
Second Street reported she
received an obscene phone call
Tuesday afternoon.
■City police responded to a
loud party complaint in the 1000
block of Fairview Avenue
Wednesday morning.
■Linda S. Garza, 1451 Clough
St. Apt. 207, was cited for DUI
Wednesday morning.
■An employee of Great Lakes
Sporting Goods, 108 S. Main St.,
reported three males stole a
baseball glove Wednesday afternoon. Loss was estimated at $75.
■A resident of the 1500 block of
Clough Street reported a white
male came into his residence and
started fighting with a guest of
the complaintant Wednesday.
The male also pushed another
guest to the floor, who is pregnant
and stepped on her stomach. The
woman was taken to Wood
County Hospital.
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Sports
Women face Kent's
offensive entourage

Ruchty ends Ice Arena career
Seniors attempt to go out on winning note against Buckeyes

KSU offense ranked second in the nation

by Steve Easton
assistant sports editor

When push comes to shove,
BG assistant captain Matt Ruchty isn't one to turn the other
shoulder.
This might be a possible explanation for |
his 54 penalties and 125
minutes in 34
games this |
year.
Ruchty is a I
physical,
grinding,
n a r d -I
working left
wing who de- Ruchty
livers thundering checks to any
opponent in sight.
But tonight s game against
Ohio State (8-18-4) at 7:30
marks the end of Ruchty's
bone-crushing hits inside the
Ice Arena. He, along with
seniors Christian Albitz, John
Burke, Pierrick Maia, and captain Braden Shavchook, will
skate in their final home game.
Ruchty's presence (ft-foot-2,
215 pounds) will not be missed
by BG's Central Collegiate
Hockey Association opponents
— especially those run over by
his Truck-like checks.
Although Ruchty's penalties
number two more than all of
last year, he believes his penchant for taking penalties is
decreasing. CCHA referees
might disagree.
'I think my temper and frustration have improved, but it
doesn't show up on the stat
sheet," the Kitchener, Ontario
native said. "I've built a reputation and you can't change
that overnight."
Once Ruchty leaves the collegiate ranks, his style may be
more suited for professional
hockey. A fourth-round selection of the National Hockey
League's New Jersey Devils in
1988, Ruchty's power game fits
in far more nicely with the pros
than in the NCAA.
"Too many penalties are
called in college hockey," he
said. "Too much of the game is
focused on penalty killing and
power plays, and a lot of good
flayers are spending too much
Ime on the bench.
"I don't think that's the way
the game should be played.
And I can't change my style of
play if I want to be successful.!
think one of my big worries
about coming back tiiis year
was if college hockey would deter my improvement."

by Brian Dugger
sports writer

The women's basketball team is
preparing for a offensive assault.
The offense of the Kent State
basketball team, that is.
An offense that averages 95
points per game (second in the
nation) and has topped the century mark nine times this season,
including a season - high 132
points against Stetson.
Earlier in the year, they fell
two points short of 100 against the
Falcons as BG prevailed 106-98.
Saturday afternoon, the two
teams will face off again at Anderson Arena starting at 12:45.
The game has taken on added
importance because of Wednesday's action. The Falcons lost a
101-79 decision to Toledo and the
Flashes knocked off Central
Michigan 94-75.
The Falcon loss dropped the
Falcons into a third place tie with
KSU. Both teams are 8-5 in the
Mid-American Conference.
In the first meeting, the Falcons shot a season high 59 percent
from the field and fell three
points short of breaking the
school record for points in a
game.
On the other side, KSU's
freshman guard Michelle Burden
broke her school record for as-

sists in a game when she dished
out 17 against BG. She later
eclipsed that record and set an
NCAA record with 23 assists
against Ball State.
The Flashes also boast the top
two scorers in the MAC.
Ann Forbes and Tracey Lynn
are scoring 20 and 17.7 points per
Same, respectively. Against BG,
le two combined for 53 points.
"They're a balanced team,"
BG head coach Fran Voll said.
"Tracey [ I.ynn )has been coming
on strong. Obviously, they have a
lot of firepower."
KSU utilizes this firepower with
a style head coach Bob Lindsay
said draws from the systems of
Loyola-Marymount and Kentucky.
The Flashes recently broke the
NCAA record for three-point attempts in a season.
Going into Wednesday's game
against CMU, they had attempted
545 three-pointers on the year —
almost 24 attempts per game.
Basically, they shoot a lot,
score often and win a majority of
their games.

Th« Kay/Eric Mull
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Senior Matt Ruchty voices displeasure about CCHA official's ruling.

After rejecting the Devils'
offer after his junior campaign, Ruchty will have a decision to make when the Falcons' season ends — forego the
remainder of the semester to
sign with New Jersey or finish
it while working toward his education degree.
"I'd consider leaving after
the season but the offer has to
be right," he said. "Hockey is
obviously what I want to do
right now." .
* After experiencing a stellar
junior season (28 goals-21 assists-49 points), Ruchty's scoring this year (11-18-29) has decreased but his effort hasn't
made this season any less acceptable.
In ways it has been disappointing because a lot of
people just look at stats," he
said. "No question I haven't
had as much luck putting the

puck in the net this year as last
year.
"I don't really think I've had
a bad year. I've been doing a
lot of little things right which
some people don t notice."
BG head coach Jerry York
said Ruchty can be one of the
top players in the CCHA when
he's playing his game.
"When Matt's skating, hitting, and playing a big man's
game he is one of the most valuable players in the league,"
he saia. "He's come a long way
since he came here as a 17-year
old. He's matured as a person
and he is now able to better
handle his emotions within
the context of the game."
But when the Canadian
national anthem is played before tonight's game, many
memories will be flashing
through Ruchty's mind.

"A good thing is coming to an
end, but it's sad," he said.
"Playing in this building for
four years has been great for
me. I don't think you can play
in front of a better crowd."

CH ARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR

But when the fans of BG
hockey hear Ruchty's name in
the future, he hopes it will be
remembered for the good
things and his intense winning
desire — not the penalties.
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give them, and I put the puck in
the net every once in a while,"
Ruchty said. "Hopefully, I've
left a positive mark on Bowling
Green hockey.
"I hate losing more than
anything. I don't think there's
anyone that hates losing more
than I do."
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BG
tennis
tries
to
Track competes in MAC invite
Gaerke, Czekaj vie for NCAA Indoor Championship spots earn first victory
by Patrick Murphy
iporu u/iiter

Rebound. This could be a theme for basketball teams, but it's what the track team
is looking to do this weekend.
The team travels to the MAC Invitational in Ypsilanti, Mich, for a meet tonight. Both of the teams are looking to do
better than they did but
weekend at the Ohio
IntercoUegiates.
"We were up for last
weekend and didn't focus
on that meet. The conference meet is more
Importa nt than the Ohio
Championships,'' women's bead coach Steve
Price said.
Senior Tracy Gaerke Sink
will try to qualify for the NCAA Indoor
Championships for the second straight
weekend, bin this time she will try the

mile.
Sophomore Vicki Czekaj will also be
competing for an NCAA spot, in the high
a. She needs to Jump 6 feet to automa>■ qualify. Her best effort this season
has been Weet-8-inches.
Price thinks the team will do better this
week.
"I want us to finish in the top two and I
think that we can do it," he said.
The men are also looking to get improved performances from the Ohio meet.
"We're going after all that we can get.
This is the climax to the indoor season,"
men's head coach Sid Sink said.
One area the team looks to do well is in
the 35 pound weight competition. Sink expects success from the throwers who
didn't compete in the Ohio Invitationals
because Ohio State does not throw the
weight.
Overall, Sink thinks the team should
bounce back.
"Eastern Michigan is a good place to

compete," he said. "The competition is as
good as or better than last week. If we
compete
strongly, we can be in the top
1

twoT

Falcon Notes:
Both teams still have some people who
are not up to par but they should compete,
except for senior Jon Monheim (long distance runner) out indefinitely with a groin
injury.
For the women Junior Amy Lite (triple
Jump) who has a shin injury, senior Janice
Hare (55, 200, 400 and mile relay) who has
a back problem, and junior Ginger Lain
rtathalon, 55 hurdles, and 200 hurdles)
has a touch of the Qu.
The men's injuries include freshman
Aaron Straw (55) is week to week with a
strained hamstring, junior Bill Overla will
compete with a sore ankle and senior Steve
Bellow (long jump and triple jump) who
has a foot injury isn't likely to compete.

Women's tennis team travels to Akron

by Sebastien Francis Caruthers
sports writer

losses were to fourth ranked Tennessee, 5-4 and ninth ranked Kansas, 5-4. Orlando said Wisconsin
has a "big-time" program.

Enough is enough.
The men also have a dual
The men's tennis team is tired
of being kicked around by Big match at Marquette, Sunday and
should be more evenly matched,
Ten competition.
but Orlando doesn't want his
The Falcons will try to prove team to take the match lightly.
this when they travel to Wisconsin on Saturday.
"Marquette is a very dangerThe Badgers were picked to ous team," Orlando said. "They
win the Big Ten in a pre-season have attracted some quality
poll and are ranked second in the players from all over the country
Mid-West.
with their incredible on-campus
Indoor Tennis Center."
"This weekend with the Badgers is a big opportunity for our
The women's tennis team will
program to prove that we can play at Akron, Saturday at noon.
compete with any of the top
D oa
teams in the Midwest and in the
nation," BG coach Gene Orlando
The women's gymnastics team
said.
travels to Mount Pleasant, Mich.
Wisconsin plays a Top 20 Saturday for a meet with Central
schedule and is 4-2. The Badgers Michigan at 2 p.m.

Men looking to halt skid Baseball batteries return
to spring training homes
Basketball team tries to sweep season series against Kent

by 11HM Herzog
sports writer

Don't count the Falcons out yet.
Even though they've been eliminated from the regular season
Mid-American Conference titlerace, it's the MAC tourney winner
that gets an automatic NCAA
birth.
"We know that we're out of it
for the regular season race but
there is a short season left, including these last three games
and the tournament," said BG
coach Jim Larranaga. "Of course

we're dissappointed but we're not points per game and pulling down
going to fold our tents."
7.3 rebounds.per
per contest. Banks is
With Kent State coming to town complimented by 6-3 junior Mike
on Saturday, BG will look to gain Klinzing and his 13.6 ppg and 3.2
some momentum heading into assists per game.
the post-season MAC tourney in
Kent, fresh off a hard fought
Detroit, March 7-10.
victory over Central Michigan on
"Kent is a very strong team, Wednesday, enters the contest at
they beat Eastern Michigan in 4-9. Though their record is 4-9,
Ypsilanti," Larranaga said. Kent Kent won't simply be going
is the only team to win at Eastern through the motions, they're also
this year.
looking for momentum heading
The Golden Flashes aren't a into the tourney.
team that should be taken lightly,
In three-game losing streaks,
especially the way BG has played Sroblems can be numerous, but
of late. KSU is lead by 6-5 junior
le next few games may come
Tony Banks who is averaging 16 down to how bad the Falcon
players want to win.
"(The players) are the ones
who put in the time and the
energy and they are the ones that
have to live with the results,
which is far more long lasting
than any fan," Larranaga said,
referring to recent student criticisms.

Prairie Margins

the undergraduate fine arts
magazine is accepting submissions

Fiction

Non-Fiction

Baseball returned Thursday as
Eric Davis and plenty of pitchers
and catchers started spring training on schedule. Even Steve
Howe was there, but Bo was a no
go and Jim Palmer was a maybe
so.
Skies were sunny in Florida
and Arizona as IS teams opened
for business.
"There seems to be a lot of anxious anxiety to get going," New
York Mets manager BudHarrelson said in Port St. Lucie, Fla..
where about 100 fans watched
David Cone, Mackey Sasser and
some others run through the outfield.
Officially, only pitchers and
catchers were supposed to show

leers bottle Ohio State
on WI3GU-88.1 FM

Poetry

limit 3,500 words

by Eten Walker
AP baseball writer

a

Art

reprod. in B/W

Deadline
March 1, 1991

OHIO
51ATE
UNIVERSITY

The Falcons end their regular season with a home
and home weekend against the Buckeyes. Alfflme
7:30 FPI. and Sat. nights.

Questions? Call Katrina Vandenberg, Editor
372-1854 or
Kimberly Dickerson, Asst. Editor 372-3223

i Home Base Rodgers Quad Council
present:

HERITAGE OF HATRED
A Panel Discussion On Racial,
Ethnic, And Religious Prejudice
In America.

1 121 West Hall

up Thursday. But Davis, Barry cause of drug and alcohol use. He
Larkin, Rob Dibble, and Tom has not pitched in the majors
Browning were among more than since 1987 with the Texas Ranga dozen regulars from the World ers, but after a two-day tryout,
Series champion Cincinnati Beds got invited to the Yankees' camp.
"I feel there have been a lot
on the fields in Plant City, Fla.
Davis, recovering from a kid- worse things in baseball than
ney injury in Game 4 of the sweep bringing Steve Howe back,"

"I've never been more excited about a camp,"
-Frank Robinson, Orioles manager
body to bring him back. It's a
good business deal and a nice opportunity for this young man."
"Drugs taking away my whole
career has beenhard to deal with.
It probably cost me $8-10 million
in salary alone," said Howe, 33
next month. "I feel real thankful I
got this opportunity. I've been
walking around praying that this
wasn't a cruel trick nature
played."
Whether Palmer's body will
enable him to make a comeback
at age 45 is still uncertain. The
Baltimore Orioles have invited
their former ace to camp and
Palmer seemed ready to come.
Palmer, who has been working
out in Florida, said Thursday he
has "pretty much" decided to accept the Orioles' offer. He hasn't
?itched in the big leagues since
984 and if he successfully returns, Palmer would become the
first baseball Hall of Famer to
play again.
"It's not an easy decision and I
know I'll be a long shot to make
the club," he said.
Ben McDonald, the Orioles'
newest ace, was among the
players in Sarasota, Fla.,when
Baltimore began spring training.
Mike Flanagan, once Palmers
rotation mate, was also there,
courtesy of an invitation.
"I've never been more excited
about a camp," Orioles manager
Frank Robinson said.
The San Diego Padres will be
the last team to start spring training, on Monday. All teams will
hold their first official workouts
*********** by next week and the opening day
for the exhibition season is March
7.

over the Oakland A's and offseason knee surgery, will take it
slow for awhile. So will Bo Jackson.
The Kansas City Royals put
their star outfielder on crutches
for four weeks after discovering
that a hip injury he sustained in
the NFL playoff game is more serious than originally thought.
"It's not just the usual pulled
muscle," Royals trainer Nick
Swartz said Thursday. "He's not
in the mild-Injury category."
Jackson is to report to the
Royals' camp in Haines City,
Fla., along with the position
players. He will undergo therapy
and do exercises, but is likely to
miss the first part of the exhibition schedule.
"He was pretty upbeat, not real
down," Royals manager John
Wathan said after a telephone
conversation with Jackson. "I
guess disappointed is the right
word."
At the New York Yankees'
camp in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
pitcher Pascual Perez was absent. The reason: visa problems.
But the big news from the Yankees was that Howe, once one of
the game's most promising pitchers, was getting a second
chance. In his case, ft is a seventh
chance.
Howe, the National League
rookie of the year in 1980, has
been suspended six times beYankees general manager Gene
Michael said. "If he was my son
or your son, you'd want some-

Tues., Feb. 26,7:30 p.m.

TIRED
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OF
ROOMMATE

Thank You to the following
businesses for their donations!
■
Standard Bifocals

IYES EXAMINED BY OR. S. SHIFF OPTOMITRKT
Of FERS EXPIRES MARCH 15, 1991
[Tl KMIIMtTKMS PtICID SINIATHT
-SItNDMD PLASTIC IIUI I UNSiS

ni9

For Both Pain

One day service (or most prescriptions with experienced Oplkions at your servke.
You must be completely satisfied or we wiH return your money.

"Proving every day that
quality glasses and contacts
don't need to be expensive."

Burlington Optical
TOLEDO
I9SSS. Reynold*

TOLEDO
115] W. Sylvan U

Aero,, from SoMttwyck

472-1113

382-2020

WOT VAUO WITH UH OTHPIMWOTW OH WICIIU

BOWLING GREEN
1616 I. Woostcr

352-2533
^«tl »M«no||»l OpMcrt . OTtT-tt

a

Pagliat's Pizza
BG Bookstore
Finders
A Cut Above
SBX
The Source
Jeans & Things
Myles Dairy Queen
University Bookstore
The Little Shop
Great Lakes Sports
Myles Pizza
Victorian Hair Gallery
Campus Pollyeyes

Mardi Gras was a huge success!

HASSLES?
TRY A ONE
BEDROOM
EFFICIENCY
■n

at
POE ROAD

^APARTMENTS*
£215 E. Poo Road*
Call 352-0717
•■ ■
■ ■ ■ ***********
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'The Rocket 'impresses NFL scouts
by Thomas P. Wyman
associated press writer

SOUTH BEND, Ind. — Raghib
"Rocket" Ismail showed NFL scouts
what they already know.
Ismail strutted his stuff during a
one-man show Thursday while scouts
from 15 NFL teams applied stopwatches, tape measures, and shrewdness
to measure the potential No. 1 draft
pick.
"He has* excellent speed, athletic
ability and all the personality traits
that you're looking for in a first pick,"
said Joe Mendes, the New England
Patriots' personnel director.

player the Patriots need to rebuild
their offense. Asked to think like an
owner, he wasn't sure whether he
would trade for himself.
"If we already had great linemen,
and a quarterback and some decent
running backs, and just needed somebody to spark things up, yes," he said.
"But if we needed everything, then I
don't know."
Ismail gave up a final year of eligibility to enter the draft. In three
seasons, his 15 touchdowns included
five on kickoff returns. He gained 4,187
all-purpose yards.
During a closed workout that lasted
about 30 minutes, Ismail ran a 40-yard
dash, did a vertical jump and caught

The Patriots, 1-15 last season, hold
the first pick, and Mendes began courting Ismail early in the day, inviting
him to a'get-acquainted breakfast of
Belgian waffles and orange juice.
"As special as his workout was,
when you look at the whole day, he was
even more special as a person," Mendes said.
"If he's a sign of the Patriots' organization, then hey, I'm all for it," Ismail
said of Mendes.
Mendes gave no indication whether
the Patriots would draft Ismail or
trade away the top pick.
"We're still busy evaluating all the
players in the country," Mendes said.
Ismail hinted he might not be the

passes for about 20 minutes.
He missed two passed from Pittsburgh Steelers receivers coach
Dwayne Painter, and a third bounced
off his hands, Notre Dame sports information director Joh- Heisler said.
"He did everything v. 'ready knew
he could do, said Leon Burtnett,
offensive coordinator for the Indianapolis Colts.
Mendes agrees that Ismail's only
weak point to his game could be his
pass-receiving skills.
"I would say there was concern
about his hands," Mendes said. "Let's
face it, he hasn't caught as many balls
at Notre Dame as he would, say, if he
was a featured receiver at Stanford or

BYU."
George Stewart, special teams
coach for the Steelers and a former
Notre Dame assistant, said Ismail
"has all the skills necessary to be an
outstanding receiver in the National
Football League."
Ismail has great "playing strength"
despite his 5-foot-10, 175-pound frame,
Stewart said.
Also scouting him were the Chicago
Bears, Cincinnati Bengals, Kansas
City Chiefs, Atlanta Falcons, Detroit
I.inns, Green Bay Packers, Washington Redskins, Miami Dolphins, Los
Angeles Raiders, New York Jets,
Cleveland Browns and Dallas Cowboys.
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
A MA
HAPPV HOURS"
Tonight from 5-9 pm a! Cmldy'i
S3 Mwntwrt & everyone under 21
S4 Non-members 21 * over
All you C«n drink!!
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
General Meeting
Mon Fob 25 6:30 pm 306 Manna
ATTENTION BGCTM MEMBERS
Don't (orget to attend the next meeting ol
BGCTM on Tuesday. February 26 at 8:00pm in
133 U'e Science' Come copy Apple programs
FREE (non-members $2 50) to use in your
classroom' Hundreds of Public Domain Software d>sks are avallbale lo be reviewed and
copied for later use The programs range from
levels K-12 and can easily be copied onto your
own disk (or buy one at the meeting tor only
$1 00). Registration and lees for those Interested in attending the NCTM regional conference are also due at this meeting See You
there'
Bob Martey Tribute with REGGAE by Groovemaster. Caribbean Association. APA. PSO.
ECAP. GSS. MAP. Women for Women. Sat
Feb 23. 9 pm. NE Commons One Love, One
Heart. Let s Get Together and Feel Alright.
DfVE INTO SUMMER-REEL IN A JOB
See you at the Summer Job Fair
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
10 30-4 pm. March 5
EUCHRE NIGHT AT DRY DOCK
This Sat night, Feb 23. from 9 00 pm to 1 am,
Dry Dock is bringing in the cards for a night of
heavy EUCHRE PLAYING' We are having a
Double-Elimination Tournament to see just who
la (are) the best Euchre players in BG. Come
Joan the fun & excitement Saturday1 Signups at

PHI UPSILON OMICRON Founders Day Trip
to While House Museum
in conjunction with Alumni Association from
Toledo Meet in Gallena at 1 30 on Feb 24
• Sunday Dresa
" Bring money for lunch
Special Indian Coffee Hours!
oin WSA and experience the culture of India.
Indian movie and snacks provided Friday, Fab.
22 from 7:30 - 11 pm In The International
Lounge (411 South HaN) Free Everyone Welcome!!
Undergraduate Alumni Association
We wii be having a meeting on Monday. February 25. al 7 30 pm in 112 BA All are encouraged to come and hear a guest speaker from
SOLD. Sea you there'!
University Y seeking applications lor Directorship positions in Fundreising and Membership CaJ Pave-372-621 7
WOMEN FOR WOMEN FILM SERIES
"Uanna"
A tunny and realistic look at the new lite of a
young university wife who leaves her husband
for another professor
6pmFri Feb 22, State Room. Union Free

SERVICES OFFERED
Income taxes prepared! Starling at $10. Call
Jackie at 354-7774.
POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE
Baal price in sound around
Call 874-6684
PREGNANT'
We can help Free pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cal354HOPE
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Call 352-3987 from 8am lo 9pm

ma door.
HOCKEY HOCKEY HOCKEY
B.G.S.U. FALCON CLUB HOCKEY
VS.
KENT STATE

* Alpha Phi" Alpha Phi'
Congratulations to our 1991 Rho Chi'a Jennifer Bufteritekj. Angela Seth. and Jody Wil
lams!
GOOOTYMES * GOODTYMES * GOOI
TYMES
Don't miss the show this Saturday'
"MIODLEMARCH"
voted Cincinnati's * 1 Band
w/Speciei Guests "THE HOLY COWS"
Drink Specials til 9 00
18 A over always welcome
*• WINTER WEOOING CHEERS STYLE "
Stephanie.
Are you psyched for this weekend' Well be
prepared for the time of your life" We will have
a great time m SanduskylH
Love.
Mike
••• Alpha Sigma Phi —
* * * * 119 FALCONETTE Senior

PUMP UP THE JAM with
the FALCONETTES
tonight al 7.15 pm at the
BGSU Ice Arena

COME SUPPORT THE CLUBBERS. WINNERS
OF 10 GAMES IN A ROW DURING THEIR
LAST HOME GAMES THIS SEASON. BE
THERE!

ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Tracl.
Thai is our last Winter Wedding' I hope this is
the best one ever Lets get psyched for a great
time1
Love.
"Gramps "

Alpha Sigma Phi
Winter Wedding Formal 1991
The Wedding of Norm

ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIMGA PHI
LI ON N ESS,
Are you ready tor a night filled with muse dancing, romance, passion, and a secret surprise for
you and everybody else? You better be' II is going to be incredible" The Alpha Sigma Pn. WINTER WEDDING can't come soon enough'"!'
Love.
CORPSE
ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Good Luck; We'll miss you"

ADOPTION
College grad's happily married
childless wish to adopt white
newborn from birthmother with
similar background College
education, a stable home with
an abundance of love is assured.
Please help us make our dream
come true All medical 4 legal
expenses paid

Alpha Sigma Phi
CHEERS
Vera (Kathy )•
Looking forward to our wedding and an awesome time In Sandusky
Norm (Brian)
Alpha Sigma Phi
Brother ol the Week
MarkCorpuz
Officer of the Week
Steve Rabison
Athlete of the Week
The Alpha Slg Bowling Team
Congratulations'

Alpha Sigma Phi
Winter Wedding Formal 1991
Cheers in Sandusky

Alpha Sigma Phi
Winter Wedding Formal 1991
Vera's Honeymoon

Alpha Sigma Phi
wmter Wedding Formal 1991
Will Sammy score?

AOTT • DO ' PHI DELT
AOTT is ready to make waves"
Good Luck"
AZD * AZD " AZD
The Sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to congratulate Unit Director Joann Arnhort on her re
cent engagement to Ed Carmien"
AZD ' A2D • AZD
Chi Omega congratulates Diane Prohaska for
her selection as Assistani Marketing Director
for Rush 1991 and Chns Schurte for being selected aa 1991 Rush Secretary' Good |ob'
Chi Omega proudly announces (hose Sisters
who were tapped into Order of Omega*
Jessica Btckiey
Nicky Pohlmann
Diane Prohaska
CyndiRengeri
Amy Start
CHI OMEGA
TWISTER
Sal Feb 23
300 pm
Eppier South Gym

Alpha Stgma Phi
Winter Wedding Formal 1991
Are Cliffy and Fraxier invited?

Congratulations lo Chi Omega s
1991 RhoChis'
Emily Bohardt
CyndiRengert
Missy S/abo

ANCHOR SPLASH
Sunday 1 -4 pm
Cooper Pool
ANCHOR SPLASH

Congratulations lo Dave Ashley on his recent
tatoomg to Debbie Vesner
* Phi Kappa Psi' Phi Kappa Psi'

AOTT * CHI-O ' AOTT • CHK>
Let's twist to a win'
Good Luck on Saturday'

Dance Today For Tomorrow
Parly All Night Long As A Superdanceri

continued on pg. 8

Confidential
CaHCoeeci
305-341-5901

ALPHA OMICRON PI
93.600 MINUTES TO GO...
BETA THETA PI

THIS FRI A SAT 10:15 PM BOTH NIGHTS
« ICE ARENA FREE ADMISSION!

Alpha Sigma Phi * Alpha Sigma Phi
KJ
Get ready for a great night at Winter Wedding' I
hope you are ready for if It wil be me best
LoveMarly

Jennifer Griffin

ADOPTION-Happily married couple unable to
have baby wishes lo adopt white newborn
Please call Lori or Ken collect 513-885-4690

PERSONALS

ALPHA SIGMA PHI * • ■ ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Nance
Looking forward to Saturday
Wi Norm go through with it?
-Johnny
ALPHA SIGMA PHI ■ *' ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Alpha Sig Winter Wedding Alpha Sig
Monica Dabney,
Toledo was fun. but Sandusky will be better. Be
ready lo cause some trouble I LOVE YOU!
Love Always.
Rob "Schofield" Sawyer

BODY BUILDING
SEMINAR

HOCKEY HOCKEY HOCKEY
JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS
Applications available lo majors A minors in 319
West Had Deadline March 11. 1991.

1991 Falconetles
Good Luck tonight' It's been a great year! See
you all on the ice!

Alpha Sigma Phi
Bean, looking forward to a great weekend.
Love. Hodge

1991 Winter WeJJin* 3ormJ

A£<1>

Dave + Carly
Jim + Lesli
Andy + Suzanne
Drew + Kitty
Scofield + Monica
Plick + Gretchen
Bazan + Jennifer
Muldy + Kathy
Jam III + Linda
Ian + Christy
Stutz + Monica
Marty + Karen
Sean + Donna
Jeff + Becky
Oh + Kelly
Troy + Jen
Doogie + Tammy
Matt + Stacy
Cal + Wendella
Winnie + TBA
Clevis + Jamie
Joe + Jamie
Cliff + Ma

A£<S>

A£<i>

Bob + Mags
Tom + Kelly
Hodge + Juliene
Corpse + Sherri
MJ + Stephanie
Flyer + Tammy
Norm + Vera
Mel + Jenny
Jason + Kari
Dan + Jodi
Prof + Casper
Jeff + Amy
Chris + Julie
Tack + Audra
Bo + ?
Bob + Lisa
Jon + Nancy
Grandpa + Grandma
Gunny + Jennifer
Ryan + "The Judds"
Happy + Tammy
Wayne + Eve
Frazier + Lilith

CHEERS IN SANDUSKY

with

Dean Caputo
Sponsored by the
B.G.S.U. Weight Club
Saturday, March 9th
2:00 to 5:00pm
121 West Hall
No Charge for Weight Club
Members
$3.00 at door for non
members
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continued from pg. 7
MMMMoanj
Th* PUT* are reedy lor Anchor Spleen'

w**oh »■* Purple waveMMMMOHnj

'-Thaannor

Qinn would ax* to conSAE Jeff De*xt or

CongrMuajhon* lo Tork* D*g*r on her Mto
no *> Defiance * Than 2 Jay Cuio w* love
yel
OPN6
HSA/HP Annual TuHton Raffle
Let* Teat M*ai,n
Wm $ 10<X) 00 kwrarde tutkjn
Ticket* on sale Fee It-Mar Inla union
and from any H8A mambar
I m Mary Kay producla? Cal Pam at
352 4915anynmo

* proud to announce
Kir* QVaf and Sarah Fultan
a* naw mambari of Ordar of Omegal
OM* Sigma PI
Secret urn* K*n
Good Luc* at rNOMOUALS'
Daa* Sigma Pi
Sacral Uraa Bryan
Good Luc* wrth mdMduals'
Lova Your Secret BKJ
PI
■Sunday a) MMduaJ ravlaar night Know your
manna! and you* do great We at nava faflti m
youf

Good Luck!
Tha Brothers of Dana Sigma PI

ur li

DELIA StQMA PI DELTA SIGMA PI
Baal ol luc* at mdMduM reviews'
Your Big. Lorl

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Woman a 4
Coad voeeyba* - March 5: Woman a Smgaa >
DeaMa* Recouetbai • Marcti 12. Coad Bowing
• Marcn 16. Man a 4 Woman a Scccar - March
19 Coad 3 Pucn Soflbal • Apr! 2. Coad 4
Man a Sola Tarn* - Apr! 3 Al enttlee dua by
4 00 pm on dua data In 108 Rec Center
mtramurai voaaybai C4*O**B needed Manda
lory carte March S. 5 9 P M Apply In 106
RacCamar
«oa and Qlnaar How
- wa'ra vary proud of you lor
your work on tha laadarahlp oonfaranca! DTBI
Thar* you ao much for tha paat 2 yaara Tha
amaa wa apand togathar raaty maan a lot lo
me I can r wait M this weekand I lova you
Lovaafwaya
YourSwaana
MIKE FFSEOHOFF
YYYEEEPPP' Hay, tha day • almost her* Oat
raady tor an even banar am* than amng at
goodyaar al 8 30 AM I've raaty had fun
leteley rhanka for bamg aroundl Your DZ DsM

U>
Now at
STARLAND T-SHIRT SHOP
WOODLAND MALL
* Conoart T-Srarta S6 49
Larga aaaortmant on aala
• Mexican Badaa
' Incanae, oaS, alava bracaktla
(acroaa from clnamaa)

Happy JOth btrmdayl Now you'ra na langar a
r - Whaw! Hop* you'ra looking torla Ma waakand - even though you
1 hara ALL your praaanttll!
Law 4 Kiwi,
Aabyn
DO" SK3EP ' DO • SK3EP
Conoratuaallonal
Jan Witty and Jaaon Oarard
on your raoont ktvaaermg LITB. your naw Daa
ateeSkrtera
DQ-SIOEP- PQ-SrOEP
DO DO DO DO
TMIanyWIaa
jtm Sartor* of Dana Gamma congratutata you
•gn your anaaarmg to Deft* Tau Orta'a Cralg
Daka Tau Dalta ' Daka Tau Daita
Oo you Tar/a a waak kldnay, no aanaa of
humor? Wal. II could pay off In caahl Wa Can
Malta You Laugh tha two hour comady ahow
laoomtno,,,,
EMeKeam Chicago'
I can't ba4a»a you'ra harai
Walcoma lo tha matropoaa'
Lova. Jan
EUCHRE NHJHT AT DRV DOCK
Thw Sal mgM, Fab 23 from 9 00 pm - 1 am.
Dry Dae* la bringing In tha cards for a night of
heavy EUCHRE PLAYING' Wa ara having a
Doubla-Earmnatlon Tournamant to aaa |uat who
la (ere) tha baal Euchra par/ore in BG Coma
Join na fun 4 axcltamant Saturday' Slgn-upa at
tha door

PADDY Q MURPHY If ON HIS WAYII
Pin Kappa Pal
would aha to congr atutata tha foaowlng brothara
and their baaulrful woman on tha* racanl lava
aarlng
Ron Mar car and ChrWy GKNna
Grag Soranaon. and Tiffany Slaa
TlmRadtcan and Carn Clauaaen
Tim Watch and Kan Haffla
PHIaaU'PMMU
Congratulallona to KAREN CRUMon bang
accaptad to tha Ordar of Omaga and JEN WILLIAMSIor making tha Fal 1990 Deen'a Liu
Wa'ra ao proud of you both!
PHI Ml) • PHI MRJ
PhlSkja
Happy birthday to Jaff "Mmuta Man'' Mullan
on Fab 25th Wa hopa you gat your birthday

■MM

Lova. Your Brothara
Phi Saga

PMtaga
Happy birthday to Rob "Wink" Wlnkowakl
Wa hopa Nicola give* you a big Birthday KM
Lova. Your Brothara
PMSIga

PI TIM PI PHI PI Ptn PIPre
UaaOoM

R'l

MM

RfOOAI TrtjuM 10 Bob Ms/ley with GroovemaMar. Certbbeen »**ULI**UII. Sat Fab 23.
9pm. NE Common* Emancipate your*** from
mental alavary. nona but oureetvee can traa our

SCHOLARSHIPS!
Alumni ChapMr Schcajrerap Appacasona
ara now *v**abi* Chock your on-campua
rn*Bnnxtor*pp*PBBon*oretoppy
Fmarxaal Aid or tha Alumni Offlc*
AppacarUn daedan* la Fab 28
ScrOararapa awardad from 26 Alumni
groupa from acroaa fha country.

The*iChl- Alpha XI •Gamma Pr»
Gat payohad and be ready lo
walAnehorflrallhgi
Lova. your Daa Gaa Coachee
Dae Gee • Daa Gee
TVn Fkkry a) coming to campus lo apeak on BV
auee facing at of ua canaorarap, obacanHy.
your Flrsl Amandmanl rights February 28*1 at
7:30 In the Batroom could change your (fa
Don 1 maw HI
To my SALSA SISTERS"
(Muah. Almeler and Darnel
You're the beat roormee In town'
I appreciate al ol you.
Leva You Much. Peep
UAOUAOUAO
Presents Tim RNey »n February 24
Lenhert Grand Sakroom

nwiwi
Me*
Congrarjavaona 84 Gabhart and M Lakaloa on
your racanl lavaaanng
Tha Brothara ol
Sigma Phi Epaaon

Ma*
Athlete ol tha Waak
GragWwong

Ma*
Brother ol tha Waak
JaffWaaon

Protect your rtghta aaa olattanl
U rHMfQTaVOOC!• AKItTMW AaV4pOCMtK>n
Wa ara be having a maaahg on Monday, February 26. at 7:30 pm m 112 BA. Al are ancouragad to come and hear a guest speaker from
SOLD See you there!
Yoangatown. aoardman area company needs
Freshmsn or Sophomore Busiimarlaaikillng or Science makxa wNh an
knereet In working 2 summers In rataM supply epeisllon and sales. Call the Coop Proaram ASAP at 372-2441 tordalawl.

Easy Work!
products at home Cal Now! 1-801-388-8242
axl H2693. 24 hour*
COUNSELORS CAMP WAYNE. • oo-*d ohldren's Camp. North***! Pennsylvania
8721-8/20/91 Couneekxa Tanra*. Swan.
Wanralil. Salng. aaamwu. Voaaybai. Softball. Soccer. Gymnaalics. Aaroblca.
Natur^'Cwnplng. Danoa/ChaarHar«ng. Gu»ar.
Ba*k. Sculptura. Ceramic*. Painting SaVacraan. Photography. Drama. Sal Defense
Othar atatl: Group Leader* (20 ). Oanaral.
R.N.'s. Nurss't Aid*, Bookkaapar,
Drlvarrvldao (21 ) Othar posaton* a aaatili
On Campu* iniarvisws arranged
Call
618-889-3217 or wnta 12 Aee.erd St.. Udo
Beach N.Y. 11681
Include your school
phone number.
Teaskir Jr. High lor CIvlaBan Bey School BS
degree Staring $18,600 Start Fal '91. No
phone c*aa. Mai reeume* to personnel committee Solomon Lutheran Church 306 W Mam.
Woodvaw. OH 43489
Triple A Student Pamtare i. seeking energetic.
hard working MMduek) who aka to work oulakW pamnng tuf-gm* lor tha summer m the
Toledo. BO, and Flndlay araaa $5-8/hr Expertanoa not required For more information cal
1-800-643-3792.

FOR SALE

CongraajaMlona Andraw Hanaan and Kevin
Cougar, lor balng accaptad Into OROER OF
OMEQA

WANTED

1990 Dodge Grand Caravan, black cherry. AC.
AM FM.CASS. 7 pass. Cleanl $18,600. Cal
362-1501 (maaaaga) or 372-2187.

snip

1 or 2 roommalaa lor Summer '91 Male or Female Washer 4 Dryer In apt Fox Run Great
pkvceloltve Cal Pam 353-2103

FOR SALE
Roaelgnal OuarrHum Ski* 180a
Exoetsm oondRlon only $250
Cat 372-6400

CorigraruleBone M*a Rumble and Knatln Merrm
on your racanl lavaaanng
Tha Brothara of
SkjmiphlEpelon
SKIEP'OO
Congr atiAahona Jaaon Oarard and Jan Witty on
your racanl lavaaanng
Tha Brothara ol
Sigma Phi Epaaon
MOEP'KD
Congratulatlona Ed Mada and Dana Scott on
your racanl tavaaarlng.
Tha Brothara of
Sigma Phi Epaaon
SIOEPSAMSEZ:
Spaaran' and SptaahaV tuna
al Anchor Splaah

1 or 2 roommalaa for Summer '91 Beautiful
Fox Fajn apartment $300 00 per person whole
aummar. Kim: 364-8613 Leave message.
1 or 2 roommates needed for summer. Furnished apt. $113 a month. Cal Enc at
372-3349.
1-2 Ctvtfjnen female roommate!*) naadad for
Fal'91 Cal Kym 353 B434
1-2 female auMeaaera needed tor Summer to
share 2 bdrm. apt. wllh one other female. Vary
cheap - no deposit required. Cal 352-9501 eHELP! 1 -2 female roommates needed tor summar Cal 353 9839 after 6 30 put
Looking for two tun gkt* to ava In AWESOME
apartment Oarage, outside desk. 2 bdrm*. with
2 double bads in aa Close to campus • Cat
ASAP 372-3194 Leave message

4»04»A ALPHA EP»*ON • OfLTAGAaaaU
Tha Brothart of Sigma Alpha Epaaon would aka
to congratulata and axtand our boat wiahaa to
SAE JEFF OAOEand DG SUSAN HAZEN on
tha* racanl angagamant to be marnadll

Roommates needed for spacious, tumtehed
lour bedroom apartment - May to Auguat - Good
locaaton. parking lot Cal 372-5729 ASAP!

Conoralulatlona ■ Baal Wiahaa • Phi Alpha

WANTED aubliaairs lor Ihla Summer Beautiful
2 Bedroom house GREAT LOCATION! W" negotlalarenl Cal 353-5260.

DG ■ SAE • DO ■ SAE • DO • SAE • DO
SKJMA CHI'SI SKJaU CM'SI
Hay boya - or should wa say oJrta?l Gal paychad tor tonight, baauty guaana' Tha Alpha xra
can't watt to aaa you parade down mat runway!
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS
48fl. Luxury Yachts
Groupe016lo8
Sevan Days Barefoot SaUng The Oahamaa
$488 00 each Includes Private Cabin 4 Meaa)
SPRINGBREAK HOTLINE
1 -800-999-7248 ANYTIME
The Brothara of PM rjAaaMA 0B.TA vrlah
Good Luck to tha Anchor Splaah Team' Scott
Chambarkan. Scott Cherry. Andraw Chnattantan, Crak) Haywood. jett KJkm. Jay Rottjnghaua. and Jeff Faaasen
The Slaters ol ALPHA CHI OMEGA would aka
lo CongraruMte the tceowtng Woman:
JOANASHCRAFT
LISAEVERHART
LINDA PFEIL
KIM RIECK8
For bamg selected lo ORDER OF OMEGA
Wa ara ao proud ol you''

WANTED: 1-2 rwernoking female roommaasa
lor 91-92 school year Great location Can Stephanie el 2-6479 or Use al 362-5209 ASAP
WANTED: Mac Computer System. monkKx with
keyboard Wllrjey handaomary! 364-4796
Wanted University Student looking for work
either cleaning homea or home car* aid Cal
353-7857

HELP WANTED
$10-S400/Up WEEKLY. MaaWj Brochure*!
RUSH Self-Addressed Envelop*
Income.
1880 Lakeside. Suite 301-CDE. RMor*. AZ
88442

FOR SALE
10" Color Television
$60-Cat 354-8848
JACKSON/Charvel B* electric guitar Indudee case. 26 W Amp. 4 extra* Only $260
0*1372-4412
Kastkt 456 SX skies brand new' Never ueed!
sr. 160-352 5905 $185
Musi Sel< 2 yr ok) CD Playar $80. gold alar
VCR. needs pen $801 C*f 354-8447 ask for
Ron or awtva treyaean*.
SBZED CARS, truck*, boat*. 4whaaHr»,
motorhomea. by FBI, IRS. DEA Avalatlll your
aree now Cal 1 -805-882-7555 Ext. C 2804

FOR RENT

LIVE DOWNTOWN!
1 4 2BRunfum apt*
Graooua quiet Irving
Prices from $280/mo
NEWLOVE RENTALS
124 S. Mam, 3S2-5420

2 BDRM APTS-FURN 4 UNFURN
Near I kwhaman Free heal 4 cable TV
9-12 or Summer lea Rat*-Info ahaeta
aval, front desk Best Wesiern Falcon
Plaza Motel (acroaa from Harahrnan).
2 bedroom apt. on E. Marry. 1 parson naadad
to tuple*** IMMEDIATELY Lease expires May
31 $180' month 4 mattes Cal Dwighi at
364-5138 Leave maaaaga

908 High

260 COUNSELORS and Instructors neededl
Private, coad. aummar camp In Pocono Mountain*. Northaaalem Panrnykranat. Lorakan. PO
Box 234BG. Kanrworth. NJ 07033 (908)
278-0998

2 BR turn. apt*.
free heel, water 4 sewer
9 1/2 molt
laundry facaWes
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS

BU8INESS

321S. Main, 352-5*20

STUDENTS AND ENTREPRENEURS
Earn $6,000 - $10,000 next aummar whae
building your resume extensively TASP- Warnational la looking tor highly motivated students
to fa management position* with our company.
Wa ara looking lo in position* m Cleveland.
Lima. Sandueky. and Cokjmbua. Tarritorte* ara
rang qulckry. for more Information cal Gregg
Mariana at 1-800-543-3792.

507 EAST MERRY
2BRfum apt*.
Ire* water 4 sewer
01/2 mo Is****
across from campu*
laundry facenea. prtvata parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
12$ t. Main, 142-4*20
525 Manva* - 3 BR house - $520 4 utl
530 Manvext 2 BR house -$375 4 utl
805 5Th . Apt. B-2 BR apt - $3001 uM
12 month *•**• only euvting in May
Slav* Smith * 362-8917

704 5th Si
2 bedroom. iuinpHHIylum.
Microwave, AC* laundry fad
2. 3. 4 person islet

352-3446
Hours 9 - 9, local owner

70$ Filth
2 BR BRAND NEW apt*
2 IJ Bathe 1 ckehwaeher

g 1/24 12 mo mill
private parking
NEWIOVE RENTALS
$28 S. Mala. U2-88M

8031815 8TH
SenmraandGrada
2 BR gaa heat. A/C
SPACIOUS
9 1/2 mo 4 12 mo lease*
Laundry, private parking
JAY-MAR APTS.
364-8038
Adjacent to campus wrth lots ol parking House
with 2 apartments furnished 1 bedroom for 1
or 2 people A laatlll May: partly furrdshed 3
bedroom for 3 or 4 people Avaaahl* August
12 month Warn Cal 352-7605 axl 280,
attar 5 00 pm 352-3406
Carry Rental* 2 bedroom apts/houM* for 2 3 - 4 students Vary near campu* Near Rale*
Available! Cal 352-7385
04GRentala
Apartment* for 1991-92 school year. 12
month I
atarttng May or Auguat Al within
3 blocks of campus From $395 / month Cal
267 3233 or 287 4255
Efficiency apt
362-2883.

available

immediately

Houeee for rent 2 4 3 badrooma 1991-1992
achooi year Cal 352-2330 or 354-2864 after
6:00 pm.
Need an sot lor summer or tal?
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS
furnished or unfurnished *pts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
al 364-2260 or stop by 319 E. Wooeler
(across from Tsco Bel)
10 pick up ou' listing 4 i
with our Iriendty staff
Nice 3 bedroom house, doe* to campus, low uBrtiee. 12 month lease Starting Auguat '91
SS76 / mo. 718 Third SI cal Cart* al
1-433-4*74.
On* 4 Two BR turn spts 9 4 12 mo. and summar leases aval S 4 V Rentals 500 Lehman
(next lo Bus alaron) 352 7454
Private Ranter 4 Bedroom, Larga closets large
bath Kitchen 4 Living Room $840 per month
Cal 363-1731.
Ready to settle down In quieter surroundings?
710S*v*nthS1 2 bedroomurrtum. heal4 AC
paid. 362-3446
Single Room* * aUebl* now.
Cal 362-7365
Sublease Special 1 bdrm.
Apt, aval Immed . cal lor details 352 3785
Three apartment* In house,
Close lo campus. 443 N Enterprise
Apt. A 1 bdrm .cute, 12mo.I
Aug. '91 $340/mo.
Apt. B 3 bdrm . LR. kitchen. dan. bath.
1 2 mo lease. August '91 $575 mo
Apt CLarge etnclency. 12 mo lease Aug.'

$285/mo.
CtllCsrla SI 1-433-4474
Very nice efficiency apt sub***** for summ*r
wrth a pouOl* continuation kilo 1991-92
school yssr
$190'mo . ulll. p«ld.
354 6099-leeve messsoe
Vaso* Green Apartments now ranting tor
Summer or*). Cal after 11 00 am. 364-3633.

Green Apartments
Now ranting for Summer only'
Cal after 11 00 am. 364-3638.
We're now leasing for the naw rental season 1,
2. and 3 Bedroom units Yss wo alow pat* Cal
354-8800 Between 1.30 and 5:00 pm.

Buckle Up For Spring Break '91

Sunday Feb. 24th
1:00-4:00 pm
at
Cooper Pool

GEE - PHI DELT DATE PARTY
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Returns To
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Nude Models
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FROM INSIDE THE INSIDER
They're cuttln' our ipace. so
we'll make this quick.
Brian Lumley Interviews bigtime movie star Lou Gossett. Jr.
("An Officer and A Gentleman,"
"Enemy Mine") on page five
Morrella Raleigh goes natural
with a feature on acoustic music
In Toledo. Page three. Speaking
of natural. Emily Vosburg's fea-
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hire on nude models Is as natural
as you're gonna get.
Hey reggae folks. Harley tribute article. Marjle Hllnor. Page
four. Hey scenesters. Rock gossip. Do you want to be cool? Pane
four.
And we've finally got a BUNCH
o' music reviews. C&C Music Factory. Laquan, Lush. Die Laugh-

THIS IS
YOUR BRAIN
ON DRUGS.

THIS IS
YOUR BRAIN.

Ing, Brenda Fassle, Rembrandts.
Kelll Kllng makes her longawaited debut as a cultural authority. Page seven.
This Is a really short note, but
so Is J.J. Never again will such
long-winded people use so few
adjectives In an editor's note.
Groove Is In the heart.
The Editors.

THIS IS
YOUR BRAIN
DURING MID-TERMS.

^'J

H

X i'?
\
ANY QUESTIONS?

TALKING BACK
The saldcr ■spalne it pMliWI wery Frfctoy dunw, the
OBS*.
rd h, fols—iim so not rmi—t) naWlaeopav
M*
mm of The I
Tit. Mstr ssstjMbtt aid Bo*ng Omen State IHwatt* tie tool
opportuntty essptown and do not dbcrtainat* to Siring practice*.

Readers are invited to writ* to Th» Insider maga
tin. at 210 Waat Hall, Bowling Green State Urnvarsity, Bowling Graan, Oh. 43403 to tall us of(
or pat us on tha back (whatavar tha situation
merits).
Anyona intaraatad in working for Thm Insidmr ai
a writer, artist, or photographar should call 3726967.

Submiaaions of short fiction (lira typawntten
pagaa manmum unlaaa othar arrangamants ara
made) ara encouraged.
The Insidmr editors welcome any and all submiaaions for publication. Unless arrangamants ara
made by tha author to have tha material returned, all submissions become tha property of
Thm Insider.

Copyrsjht 1990. The BC News

Flier wars, Irish chicks, and a lot more
WINDSWEPT FEVER DREAMS
FROM BUCKEYE BABYLON
MAYBE COLLIDING WITH THE
HORIZON AINT SO BAD AFTER
ALL
OH SWEET JESUS

On bulletin boards campuswide, the Battle of the Persian
Gulf War filers rages on. Filers
have always been an obvious attempt to shape public opinion
and the recent events In the Gulf
have led to a flurry of xerox art
activity.
The pro-war propagandists
have borrowed the Camel clgarrette slogan and released the semi-clever "I'd fly 20.000 miles to
smoke a camel" (with the Jet flying over the Arab on the camel which I'm guessing Is supposed
to represent the same Iraqul
army which has Uttered a desert
border with mines). They've also
produced the absolutely tasteless
"Iraq I Scud Missile" flier which

portrays an Arab about to strike a
camel In the testicles with a
hammer. Accurate boys, real accurate.

Elbow
to the

Face
Frank Esposito
On the other side of the Big
Valley, the anti-war forces (Is that
an oxymoron?) have pulled no
punches with such doozles as the
"Berlin. 1941/Bowling Green.
1991" one visually comparing
the Phi Delts to the Nazis. It was
probably stretching the point, but

on a graphic level. It worked.
Their latest creation reads : "The
United States of America. We
support our troops...to death."
and portrays a bleeding American flag above caskets draped In
the flag. It's brutal, sorta crude,
and veryeffectrve.
So far. the anti-war fliers can
claim an aesthetic and artistic
victory over their competitors.
As In all forms of public art. both
sides are dealing In gross exaggerations, but the anti-war folks
are making their audience react
with thought while the pro-war
graphics guys are aiming for a
redneck belly laugh. But the Important thing Is that both sides
have been galvanized Into action
— and public action at that — In
Northwest Ohio. A little conflict
never hurt anybody. Keep an eye
on those kiosks.
Both Public Enemy and Slnead
O'Connor boycotted the Grammy
Awards this week. Public Enemy
cited the Grammles' racist poli-

cies. I can buy that. Slnead skipped because "the awards are
more an Indication of financial
success than artistic achievement." I can't buy that.
I mean, tell us something we
didn't know. Of all the humanitarian liberal reasons (such as
mass stupidity — the Grammles
named Jethro TuII best heavy
metal band a few years ago)
Slnead could have hid behind to
avoid a night on the town, this
one's pretty lame. Her protest
Isn't going to make MX. Hammer
any poorer or the Replacements
any richer. All she did Is deny
her legions of fans a chance to
see her receive some of the recognition she deserves. Klnda selfish If you ask me.
My sister turned 18 almost a
month ago. My brother turns 16
In a few days. This age buslnees
doesn't really sit that well with
me. I guess I'm allowed to
get older but they've got to stay
young. God, I feel so reponslble
all of a sudden. I hope It'll pass.

• •••'••.'..

* .,' '.',

The Cleveland Plain Dealer recently reviewed the Browns' roster, since the team had to protect
37 players from Plan B free agent
signing,. The article came to the
conclusion that the Browns
would have a hard timcflndlng
37 players to protect Instead of
deciding which ones to keep.
Nothing like kicking a dawg when
he's down.
But Just think i Sandy Alomar.

Jr.
So ya think Kevin Coughlln can
get his three-piece butt out of this
whole gay discrimination mess or
what? Or Is he going down TltanIc-style? I can see the headlines
now : LAG A THUNDER. COUGHUN'S GOING UNDER.
Master of disaster, renegade
blaster, my mind's movln' faster.
Frank Esposito, a Junior English major from Warren, Ohio, la
editor o/The Insider. Like many
Italian youngsters, he has a problem maintaining a single thought
. tot more than ten sentences.
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Back To Basics
Toledo's Ottawa Tavern spotlights acoustic musicians
by Morr.lla Raleigh
contributing write'

Local music audiences, bored
with recent live performances,
crowded bar atmospheres, and
high cover charges may And
comfort In the fact that an old
musical style with a new kind of
flair — a clear alternative — Is
being offered free at a Toledo
tavern.
The Ottawa Tavern's alternative acoustic night every Monday
features local, solo guitarists performing mostly original tunes,
according to organizer and musician Stephen Budd.
Budd said the Monday night
music "covers a wide range from
alternative to folk to blues."
Intktor/Jell Radclifft-

RA WPOWER i Tonyjoaeph cuta to the heart ofmcouttlc country at the
Ottawa Tavern.

"It's music which Is very
llstenable and lyrics which have
something relevant to say." he
added.
The tavern, located on the corner of Bancroft and Upton In
Toledo, Is about a mile downtown
from the University of Toledo.
Budd describes It as "the American equivalent of a pub."

"It's a coffee house atmosphere
— very Intimate and relaxing."
he said. "It's really dark and cozy
with candles." To add to the atmosphere, a single blue light
shines on the stage.
Mondays are open acoustic
night. Musicians Interested In
playing should arrive for
sign—ups by 8:30 p.m. Four to
seven musicians perform about
30 minute sets every Monday.
The show lasts from about 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
Budd said the night is a wonderful opportunity for him as a
musician. "I wanted to concentrate on songwrltlng. Good songs
are written simply and then produced. What's most Important Is
the feelings and the soul," he
said.
"Playing acoustically shows
the strength of your songs." he
added
In addition to Budd. regular
performers Include John Van
Dyne of local pop combo Trip 20
and 12-shing guitarist Tony
Joseph.
Ottawa owner Joe Loeffler
thought of the Idea for acoustic

musicians to play In the club after
seeing Budd perform. "Mondays
are slow and I was glad to open
an avenue for things that aren't
being done," Loeffler said.
The acoustic nights began In
mid-November as a four week
stint. The fact that they've lasted
Indicates that music fans were
ready for a change.
Loeffler said the crowd Is a
little different than most barroom
audiences. "They're a more attentive crowd, more appreciative of
the original stuff that's being
played," he said.
Patrick Lewandowskl, a
rhythm and blues performer, has
frequently played on acoustic
night.
"It's giving [local musicians] a
chance to get out and play In
front of people who appreciate
It," Lewandowskl said.
"[Alternative acoustic night]
helps to show that along with
Frankle's and Uptown, there's
another place that Is helping to
build an alternative scene In the
Toledo area," Budd said. "(One)
which Is necessary and hopefully
forthcoming."

LA-ZEL THEATRE!
DANCE TODAY FOR TOMORROW
16th ANNUAL
MDA SUPERDANCE
Friday, March 1 at 6pm - Saturday, March 2
until 6pm at the Northeast Commons

24 hour Dance-A-Thon
Sign-up to be a Superdancer!
Pick up registration packets at 425
Student Services Bid.$2.00
registration fee
Open dance begins at 7pm until
2am $3.00 donation
Free Food
Prize Drawings Every Hour
Live Entertainment
D.J.'s

All Proceeds Go To The Muscular
Dystrophy Association
-. . *,06*:~',*4i8-„\0l~."«,09..~*,0«-•""*. 09
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The B6SU Caribbean Association proudly announces the following:
7th Annual Reggae Tribute to

Bob Marley
Saturday,
February 23
9pm
N. E. Common*

with GROOVEMASTER
Sponsored by Caribbean Assn., and APA, ECAP, GSS. PSO, Women for Women,
Multicultural Activities and Programs

Friday, February 22, 1991

Marley fest
set to groove
University

ROCK GOSSIP
FROM THE

BLACK SWAMP

by I
contributing writer

February 6th marked the
birthday of the King of Reggae.
Bob Marley. and the reggae band
Groovcmaster will be celebrating
the event In It* own way. This
Saturday night. February 23rd.
from 9:00 p.m. to 1 00 a.m., the
University will hott the Seventh
Annual Reggae Tribute to Bob
Marley
Commemorative Marley concerts like this have been held at
the University since 1983. two
years after Marley's death. The
tribute, planned as part of African-American History Month,
will be held In Northeast Commons. This year's event Is being
sponsored by The Caribbean Association. Alpha Phi Alpha, The
Progressive Student Association,
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program.
Graduate Student Senate. Minority Student Activities, and Women
for Women.
Marley was best known for his

uno

uno

uno

uno

"roots reggae." which emphasized life and human rights. In
songs such as "Get Up. Stand Up"
and "Buffalo Soldier," but was
criticized when his writings began to encompass such things as
love songs. Now ten years after
Marley's death, reggae Is beginning to gain popularity here In
the United States.
"Most people get Introduced to
reggae through Bob Marley... for
a lot of people he symbolizes reggae, "Groovcmaster guitarist Mike
Nemeth said. "He could take a
common ezperlence and make It
crystal clear — It's poetry."
Though reggae appeals to people of all ages, musicians do not
gravitate towards reggae mainly
because It doesn't get as much
■SeeMsrley,page8.

uno
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ANY PERSON WITH

NO SENSE OF HUMOR ...
ANYONE WITH A WEAK KIDNEY . .

Wc Can
Make You Laugh

EENY-MEENY-MTNYMOE

downtown BG.

Local consensus would lead the
average Joe Scenester to believe
that Random Soul has been one
of BG's finer rock crews lately.
Word has It they've got the beat
that's oh-so-sweet They're supposed to be pretty loud, too. I
wouldn't be sayln' anything since
I haven't seen 'em yet but a lot of
little birds have been whlsperln'
In my ear lately so I figured you
ought to know.

: Those rumors of a Vambo
Marble Eye single are true, teenbeats! The VME boys should be
bustln' out their debut 45 - "Half
Step To Your One" b/w "Seventh
Street" - In a few weeks. If It's as
powerful as their live shows. It'll
be a flst-slzed snort for sure. Stop
what you're doln' cuz they're
about to ruin the Image and the
sound that you're used to.

FATHER FORGIVE HUM
: Local acoustic curmudgeon
: Joe-N-Jamle, former members of Chuck Travis recently met Sam
Klnlson during a traumatic West
Big Hunk O'Cheese (In their preCoast Jaunt. Travis reportedly
funk era) have Just released a
walked up to Klnlson and said
self-titled six-song cassette.
"You're God."
Check It out at Mad Hatter Music
Boy I wish I was lying.
Company. 143 E. Wooster In

LET IT OUT

The program was held for
women In administrative positions at four-year colleges or universities. Opportunities for participants Included a chance to
A University administrator re- scrutinize the future of higher
turned from a national leadership education In the decade ahead as
program with a vision of the fuwell as Improve their skills In
ture and a renewed sense of
personnel management, planning
pride In her university.
and budgeting.
Dr. Dawn Glanz, assistant dean
A variety of programs and
for the college of Arts and Scienc- seminars were held keeping Dr.
es, participated at this workshop Glanz busy from 9 to 5 practicalentitled "Leadership For a New
ly every day of the week. The
Century," held Jan. 25-Feb. 1 In
primary focus was to encourage
Phoenix, Arizona.
women in administration to Imby David Smith

contributing writer

CHERRYW000
HEALTH SPA 8< TANNING CENTER
8tr> &. High St.
352-9378
Hours:
Mon. - Frl.: 9:00 •.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Sat.: 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sun.: 1:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

0 WE WILL PAY

$25 In Cash
T SHIRT

GET READY FOR
SPRING BREAK
•WITH OUR
TANNING SPECIAL!

TOU CAN SURVIVE AS
0 A CONTESTANT
CT ON OUR SHOW"

Insldcff/Peter Allen

STEPFW OFF i DAngelo Met of
Five Sirpp Theory

Glanz plans A&S future

TWO HOUR COMEDY SHOW
PIUSH
MAKE ME LAUGH

VAMBO RAMBLE

The Latest In
European Suntan
Equipment

•Cr New Bulbs <r

prove their careers.
Glanz viewed the whole ezperlence as Impressive and encouraging.
"It was wonderful to be with a
group of women in very responsible positions," Glanz said. "We
came to realize that we had more
abilities than we thought."
Since the women came from all
over the country, Glanz had the
opportunity to take notes and
make comparisons with other universities. The results left her
feeling opt Mnlstlc.
"We have a potential here that
I didn't recognize...! feel very
positive."
But the workshop was Just the
beginning. The second phase of
her program Is instituting, under
the direction of Andrew Kerek,
college of Arts and Sciences dean,
a planning process within the college that will last from one year
to a year and a half.
The purpose of the project, according to Glanz Is " to develop a
vision for the college...to have a
■SeeGlsai. page 8.

DANCE TIME
STUDIO
Ballet, Tap,
Karate,
and
Jazz

Coupon

'uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

10 Visits-Only $20

Classes for

plus
One FREE
Tanning Session
Limit 1 per customer.
Offer Expires 3/1/91

all ages
352-5565,

1616 E. Wooster B. G.
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WHAT CAN
YOU LOSE?"
<<

Lou Gossett Jr. follows simple
creed to join Hollywood elite
Gossett was born In Brooklyn
to a relatively poor family. Calling Brooklyn the "great melting
pot," he commented on the great
ethnic variety and lack of strife
"A man of Immediate componow Inherent In New York.
sure
stem, well-framed, and Raised amongst Brooklyn's elite
very gentlemanly. Intelligent and —professors and teachers that
able to express himself well.
fled to New York In fear of the
Excellent sense of humor and
Impending communist witch
generally. Off-the-cuff. Are
hunts — his education was wellthese the Ingredients of an Acad- rounded and he credited It with
emy Award-winning actor?"
making him the person that he Is
today.
These were my first note* as I
Spurned on by the Inspiration
tat In front of Louis Gossett, Jr.,
of a teacher, Gossett became class
president and learned that his
actor and humanitarian. Gossett
was speaking at Loraln County
"love of life was stimulated " at a
Community College as part of the young age. By age seventeen, he
college's award-winning Promiknew "that the color of my skin
was not going to stop me."
nent American Lectures Series.
Because of an injury, Gossett
He spoke on February 14 before
had to leave his destined life of
a full house at LCCC's Stacker
athletics behind. Down but not
Center.
out, he tried out for the school
Gossett's 1982 Oscar win
play. Asked by a mentor and replaced him In a category with a
spected teacher to try for the
small percentage of other actors
part, Gossett said he learned an
who have been deemed "Holly"What
wood's Best." He stood tall before Invaluable life lesson
can you lose?" Since then, that
me. somewhat Imposing, but
phrase has been his motto of
revealed a sense of warmth not
sorts, eventually leading to his
found In his usual tough guy
Best Supporting Actor Oscar for
roles.
by Brian lumloy
dim critic

InSktM/Apnl Clork

1982s "An Officer and A
Gentleman."
After graduating from high
school, Gossett landed a role In a
Broadway play, prophetically titled "Take a Giant Step;" he realized his future lay In theater.
Gossett tried to lose his accent,
part "Russian-Jewish, Italian,
Irish, all rounded out with a
touch of soul." He got a "tonguetransplant and a passport," left
Brooklyn, and has been working
steadily ever since.
In 1976, he took a small role In
Alex Haley's television ml nIsertes, "Roots" playing Fiddler,
and turned It Into an Emm y-

winning performance. He credited his grandmother with that
"victory," claiming her spirit was
what made Fiddler Into such an
Inspiring and rewarding experience.
From that point on came a deluge of roles, most notably the
tough-as-nalls Drill Instructor
Foley In "An Officer and A
Gentleman." Realizing that only
white actors were being considered for the part. Gossett
asked for an audition. He walked
into the casting office ready to
complain about the problem,
Gossett was met with open arms
and told he had the role sans an
audition.
Two months of "basic training"
at San Diego's Drill Instructor
Training School ensued. "I was a
DI by the end of two months,"
Gosset commented.
Both Gossett and director Taylor Hackford were somewhat annoyed with fellow actor Richard
Gere, who was "making this little
film" that meant nothing to Gere,
but was "vitally Important to
both Taylor and (Gossett)." By
applying his newly-squired drill
Instructor techniques, Gossett
was able to transform Gere Into a
respectable "soldier" by the end
of shooting.
Gossett also starred In the science fiction thriller "Enemy
Mine," a lesser-known but beautifully rendered European production. The role led Gossett Into
a whole new line of thought. Citing his character, a six-foot tall
reptilian alien, Gossett said that
he learned a new respect for religion that reinforced his own
personal beliefs. He played the
character from a "spiritual approach," peeling back the philosophy of the being and understanding the alien's approach to
life.
It was much harder to play this
IntMaf/Apnl Clark character, due to Its "unique phl-

losophy," according to Gossett.
More Importantly, the fifty
pounds of latex rubber that took
ten hours to apply was painstaking, eventually giving Gossett a
terrible skin rash.
"Ten hours of makeup Is no
fun, especially when they design
the suit without a means of going
to the bathroom!" Gossett said.
Surprisingly, Gossett spoke
more on Hollywood and Its polltics more than he did on his own
film roles. I asked him why only
four blacks have won Academy
Awards. He quickly Jumped at an
answer. "(The lack of black recognition) Is a major problem In
Hollywood, and one that needs to
be dealt with," he said.
He said that a growing consciousness Is being raised and
that a handful of black actors will
soon need to be reckoned with.
Gossett went out on a limb In
predicting that Whoop! Goldberg
will win a Best Supporting Actress statuette (for "Ghost")
mainly "because of her body of
work and (because) she was overlooked for "The Color Purple.' "
Gossett also mentioned Kevin
Costner's epic "Dances with Wolves," which should win Best Picture because It Is "exceptional."
Gossett said It deserves the award because Costner followed
Gossett's motto — "What can you
lose?" — and defied Hollywood.
"You don't make a western,
make it three hours long, produce, direct and star In It, and
make it good." Gossett said.
Sidney Poltler Is "the greatest
actor alive" and a direct Inspiration on Gossett's life.
"People see me as a star and
role model, but I look at others In
the same light." he said.
At a recent party he ran into
Los Angeles Lakers star Magic
Johnson, who Immediately "went
wide-eyed and asked for my au■ See Court!, page 8.
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Artists reveal naked truth
bylmllyVotburg
contributing writer

SKIN SKETCH Nude modck help UnlvtnttY •* ttudtnU lt*rn how to
drmw the hummn body

Six University students arc literally baring!(all for the sake of
education this semester.
These people aren't deviants.
They're models for the life drawing classes here, and to the students drawing them, they aren't
seen as naked people. Rather,
they arc like any other still life.
"It's Important Just to get the
Idea of how the shape of the human body Is," Paul Perry, senior
Rberal studies major, said. "It's
part of how people learn to
draw."
Some people express doubts or
seem squeamish about students
drawing nude models. "It's like

anything you're conditioned to
believe fits Into only one category," Dreamwalker, Junior fine
arts major, said. "The comment
reveals the person who made It
more than saying anything about
life drawing classes."
Professor Adrian Tlo has been
teaching life drawing classes at
the University since 1979. "The
model Is another object like a
building or a tree," he said.
"They arc nude so that the clothing doesn't get In the way — It
tends to hide or disguise the
body."
Tlo added that women arc less
reluctant to model than men arc,
perhaps because of the classical
portrayal of women In art. "For
the guys It's a Job, for the women,
who understand their role as a
model, art Is a very romantic en-

deavor and they take It that
way."
The models don't always have
a background In art. "Sometimes
It's people who are Interested In
art and they're confident enough
with their physique that they
want to be part of the process,"
Tlo said.
Julie (last name withheld) has
modeled for two years now. "I
lived with an art major and consider myself an artistic person,"
she said. "I was also curious as to
what It would be like to model."
Tlo said he attempts to find
models of different races and
body types and from both sexes.
"I think to be a model. Its Important t» be proud of your body
whether you're skinny or voluptuous. Your serf-esteem has to be
■ See Model, pages

Superdancers shake their booty for MDA
by David Smith
contributing writer

It can kill you or someone you
love. It can strike a child or a
middle aged man. It can make
your life unbearable. And no

matter what form of muscular
dystophy strikes you there Is
little you can do about It. But
there Is hope.
"This la a relatively rare condition," according to Dr. Joshua
Kaplan, Director of the Student
Health Service, "but extremely
disabling and fatal...certainly a

condition In which the sufferers
deserve our sympathy and support."
For the sixteenth year, the Residential Student Association has
given that sympathy and support
by sponsoring an annual dancea-thon. This 24-hour dance will
begin next Friday. March 1, at 6
p.m. In the Northeast Commons.

VIDEO SPECTRUM

All proceeds from the dance
are going to If DA to help In
world-wide research In the fight
against Muscular Dystrophy.
RSA Is not alone In holding this
event — the organization also
sends out letters to other campus
organizations asking them to cosponsor the dance-a-thon. Some
of the groups participating In-

B. G. hosts Kent
on WBGU-88.1 FM

THE VIDEO FUN PLACE TO BE'
B.G. s Video Superstore
With Over 13,000 Movies

| NOW SHOWING:

DENZEL WASHINGTON-SPIKE LEE
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)oin WBGU for the best in B.C. basketball action. Women's
action begins at 12:30 with the men's game to follow.
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KASUMA SARI
(Inner Flower)
GAMELAN ENSEMBLE
JaFran Jones, director

*

1

In * profrun of conlemponuy and
traditional Balinese imuic.

STEREO
1 12 E. Washington
A Local Business
Run by Local Peopli"

Mon Thurs 10
10
& Sot 10
11
Sun 119
35? 4171

Friday, February 22,1991
8:00 p.m. - Kobacker H.ll
Bowling Green State University
Tickets: $5 sdalts A $3 students
CALL 372-8171

Sponsored by the College of Musical
Arts, Residence Education Series A
World Student Organization

dude the SCEC (Student Council
for Exceptional Children). Krelscher Quadrangle government,
SOLD. World Student Association, Omega Phi Alpha, Macdonald North hall council, Reach Out
and WFAL. The greater Toledo
area chapter of the Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA) also
assists In directing and donating
to the fund raiser.
The primary focus of the fundraiser will be on the superdancers. who participate by first
picking up a superdancer packet
for S2 at 425 Student Services or
In the Union foyer Monday and
Wednesday. Next, they must find
people who will sponsor them for
every hour they are active at the
fundraiser dancing or playing
games. The dancers must keep
moving every SO minutes to the
hour, except during 6-7 a.m. Saturday, when they will be given a
half hour to shower.
The superdancer who raises
the most money receives a VCR
from the MDA. There will also be
several other prizes and gift certificates available donated from
local businesses.
Activities galore are planned
every hour for all In attendance.
A giant twister game and a limbo
contest will keep the superdancers moving and Freddy and
Frieda Falcon will be there to to
cheer the superdancers on along
with the University cheerleaders.
An open dance will also be held
from 7 p.m.-2 a.m. Friday.
Deslree Veccla, entertainment
director for the project, helped
arrange for several bands to play
at the dance and for disc Jockeys
from WFAL to keep the music
rolling. The theme Is "Dance Today for Tom morrow" and the
music will range from 40s big
band to 90s rock-n-roll.
"I had a really fun time doing It
last year and It felt good knowing
I was helping others." said Veccla, "I didn't mind volunteering
again this year."

ihSlDER
The Doc hurls
one-hitters
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C'MON, YOU KNOW YOU LIKE IT

by Dave iasklnd
Incredible College of Musical Knowledge

Every now and then something
like this happen* to almost
everyone In Bowling Green. You
and your friends decide to go to a
local...coffeehouse (yeah, a coffeehouse) to get really...happy.
And, perhaps you drink a few
cups too many of...coffee (yeah,
coffee) along with some...sea
(right) and some shots of...water
(sure). And, before you know It
you feel really bloated Well,
read between the lines and you
know Dr. Dave Is having a rough
morning.
At "Dr. Dave's Incredible College of Musical Knowledge," the
oh-so- beautiful and muchappreciated Nurse Schmidt tells
us that this week's winner, Tina
Joseph, prefers lime green
underwear on her men (man).
Congrats on winning, Tina. And,
speaking for a large number of
BG men, let me say that It's not
easy being green. Here are the
answers to last week's duos quiz:
1. Ste vie Wonder and Paul
McCartney 2. "Stop Draggln' My
Heart Around" or "Needles and
Pins" 3. "Dancing In the Streets"
4. "U Got the Look" or "The Arms
of Orion" 5. "Easy Lover" 6. Pattl
LaBelle and Michael McDonald 7.
"She's Uke the Wind" 8. "Up
Where We Belong" and "(I've
Had) The Time of My Life" 9.
"Don't Fight It" 10. "Can't We
Try"
To enter the quiz, send your
entry with your name, address,
phone number, and favorite Saturday morning TV show to "Dr.
Dave's Music Quiz." c/o 214
West Hall. B.C. OH. 43403. or
drop It in the wooden box In 210
West Hall. Your entry must be
received by 8 a.m.. Wed., Feb.
27, 1991. We'll reveal the winner and the right answers right
here next Friday.
One of last year's most popular
quizzes at "The College" was the
salute to the one-hit wonders.
Well, as the girl In "Poltergeist
2 said, "They're back":
Freshamn level-One point
each.
1. Who sang the cheerful tune.
"Don't Worry, Be Happy"?
2. What longtime popular
band's only Top 40 hit was
"Touch of Grey'7
Sophomore level-Two points
each.
3. Who sang the Top 10 hit
"TuffEnuff?
4. What controversial one-hit
wonder band sang "Relax'7
Junior level-Three points each.
5. What band sang "Voices
Carry"?
6. What duo sang the classic
■See Dr.Dave. page 8.

LAQUAN i Groovy youth

CAC Music Factory
"Gonna Make You Sweat
(Everybody Dance Now)"
(single)
Columbia Records
So there you are Just stationhopping In your dad's car on the
freeway on a rainy Buckeye State
afternoon when these killer sampled guitar riffs pierce your thin
veneer of aloof disdain for all
things popular. Then that familiar Run-DMC style backbeat kicks
In and you've had It, sucks That
Ice-cool rap rubs up against Freedom Williams' vocal whoops and
you're workln for the Factory.
You realize then that disco never
died. It's Just cool again.
- Frank Esposlto
Lash
Gala
4 A D/Reprise Records

LUSH i Layers of guitars add up to colltgtmu smiles

Aurally-pleasing guitar meshwork which can best be described as perfect progressive
background music. Lush Is a
British quartet with the girls
(Mlkl Berenyl and Emma Anderson) playing guitars and the guys
(bassist Steve Ribbon and drummer Chris Adand) keeping the
beat. A lot of the titles are Interchangeable with the noted exception of "Hey Hey Helen." which
would make a formidable single.
If the Velvet Underground Invented white noise, Lush can rightfully claim soft white noise as
their own creation.
•Frank Esposlto
Laotian
Notes Of A Native Son
4th & Broadway/Island Records

Righteous rappln' from a
16-year-old L.A. wonderkld. Laquan effectively mixes some
straight vocals In with his def
wordplay and his sampling and
scratching arrangements arc
simply wise beyond his years.
Check out "Brother To Brother"
and "Now s The B Turn" for crazy-rockln' proof. And If radio
programmers would stop playing
that goddamn Hank Williams, Jr.
"patriotic" (aka blind) Jingle
every other minute, Laquan's
"Imprison The President" could
really galvanize anti-war acti-

vists. Believe In miracles.
- Frank Esposlto
Die Laughing

Running From The Guns
Curb Records

I'm unsure If this band Is a
wannabe-metal or wannabeprogressive band. I also don't
think there's much of a motive
behind them either. I've heard
local garage bands with more
drive than they seemed to put In
this album. I'd classify them as
somewhere between watereddown Ministry and Depeche
Mode on acid. If they were to
■See Mask, page 8.
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■ From Gotten, page S.
tograph." Gossett, In turn, did the
aamc thing.
Looking for role models li
tough, and Gotsett said he feels
lucky to have "a positive Impact
on the black community."
Leaving flundom behind, Gossett waxed about a lesser-known
facet of his personality.
His three main concerns In life
are "children of the world, the
homeless, and the preservation
of the planet." He also talked
about the need for people to get
Involved In local projects that
help the needy and to show
greater vocal concern for the
planet, which needs "desperate
help." Gossett Is currently Involved In a sort of "Earthathon,"
airing on TNT In September,
where people will be able to
phone In and "pledge their support for their planet."
Gossett refused to divulge his
feelings on the war In the Persian
Gulf until the situation was rectified.
"War U getting sophisticated."
Gossett said. "We need another
way to deal with our differences."
Gossett left with a simple bit of
advice. "DO ITM...After ail. what
can you lose?"

■ From Model, page 6.

■ From Mask, page 7.

well Intact." Julie said.
Efforts are made to make the
models as comfortable as possible. They pose on drapes and pillows and a space heater Is set up
near the stand during the winter.
Models hold the same pose for
varying lengths of time — anywhere from three minutes to
three class sessions, so comfort Is
essential.
The models have a changing
room and are given robes to wear
during the times they are not posing. The model stand Is elevated
over the class, and the model Is
told that this Is her private space
and Instructed to focus on her
pose.
"The Idea that It's a nude figure
drops out of your head after a
while. You have to concentrate
on the drawing, so the challenge
Is focused In a different way." he

added.
The models are supposed to
concentrate on their roles as well
and not look around or fall asleep. However, this caused a
problem for a male model a few
years ago.

show up at the MTV Music
Awards, we'd all die laughing.
-KtUIKItng
Brenda Fassie
Brenda Fassie
SBK Records
Brenda's running along the
same path as Soul II Soul, but she
has her own sound. This album
"The model fell asleep and he
was danceable with a moderate
had one of those 'nice
African sound to It. Being from
dreams'...the students didn't
know what to draw." Tlo said. "I South Africa, and a distant relatold them to draw It either way." tive of Nelson Mandela, her lyrics
attempt to comment on South
he added with a wry grin.
Julie said she doesn't feel there African culture. She's been In the
music scene since the age of four
Is anything sexual about being a
and she has the potential to make
model.
It big. Brenda first hit the air In
"People often ask If Its embarMarch of 1986 with a version of
rassing. But It's not a matter of
being nude. It's the satisfaction of "Weekend Special" on Capitol
Records, but she did not seem to
being drawn and becoming Imstick to the charts for very long.
mortalized In a sense. That's an
Although many of the songs have
Image that may last longer than
a similar sound, It's an enjoyable
me."

album. - Kelll Kling
Rembrandts
Rembrandts
Atco Records
It's a simple fact of poprock91
that this album of good-natured If
somewhat unremarkable guitar
pop by the slnger/songwrlter
duo of Phil Solem and Danny Wilde will probably fall by the wayside because of a gaping lack of a
gimmick. "Just The Way It Is.
Baby" pleasantly recalls "Baby
Come Back" and "Baker Street"
and any number of bombastic
ballads of the late 70s and "Show
Me Your Love" sounds like Nelson after a prolonged and Intense
emotional trauma. But the rest of
this self-titled debut Is easily
overlooked In a world where a
few bad asses with drum
machines can turn Suzanne Vega
Into a disco star.

of Glanz' goals Is to see "the mission of this college...be more articulated." Furthermore, this will
hopefully create a situation In
which the allocation of resources
more efficient, allowing more
time for progress through times

In the college becomes easier and
the next decade and beyond, to
make for a more organized
tomorrow at the college of Arts
and Sciences.

■ From <.Inn z, page 4.
sense of where we are going...to
become the best college of Arts
and Sciences In the state of
Ohio."
Glanz sees several goals that
she would like to be accomplished through this project. One

Brought to you by . . .

The Source

518WoosterSt.
352 6886

■ From Dr.Dave. page 7.
"The Future's So Bright, I Gotta
Wear Shades"?
Senior level-Four points each.
7. What one-hit wonder band
consisted of five young reggae
boys who sang(?) the Immortal
Pass the Dutchle"?
8. Sylvester Stallone's younger
brother, Frank, scored a Top 10

See us for Life in Hell products
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of recession. Glanz also hopes to
strengthen the graduate and undergraduate programs.
If everything works out for the
best, Glanz sees all of the faculty
looking ahead to the future and
envisioning what Is coming up In

hit from the movie "Stayln'
Alive". What was that song?
Graduate level-Five points
each.
9. Who sang the ultra-mushy
Top Five hit "I've Never Been To
Me" In the early 80s?
10. What is Rush's only Top 40
hit?

■ From Mariey, page 4.

,

exposure as other types of music.
"It's very dangerous music,"
Groo vemaster drummer Gaylord
Richardson said.
However. Errol Lam. president
of the Carribean Association said

' HOlO CAO WE HAVE .
UMtF\ep COUiJTM IK HoOy
tOC*a'T BELIEVE WHAT

a "conscious" reggae movement
Is starting up now.
"The media doesn't cover us."
Lam said. "They want to keep It
down because It has the potential
for radical change."

we.Teu.yoy?

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

Thur. - Sat.
February
21st -23rd

Kenny Reeves &
The Hansen Brothers

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:30

HOURS:
Mon.-Sai.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*
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Television Listings
From Fen. 22nd
Thru Mar. 1st
DAYTIMEMORNING

O
O
ID
ID
9
S
10
S3
0D

5:00

5:30

Cleveland

Business

6:00

6:30

WWS

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

Sally Jessy Raphael

Sign-Otl Cont d

10:00

9:30

This Morning

Joker s Wild

Wok With Van

Home Shopping Spree

CBS News

News:;

This Morning

People Ct

Sign-Of!

News

NBC News

Todayg

Sally Jessy Raphael

ABC News

Good Morning America g

Live

AgDay

Sron-OM Cont'd

Regis* Katrne Lee Joan Rivers

Sign-Oil Contd

Business

Homestretch Contact

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Nima Turtles Melodies

Woody

Muppets

Robert Titton

Gummi B

Menace

Happy Days

SportsCtr

Varied Programs

Father

Gl Joe

News

Corporate

Video Power G I.Joe

ESPN Basketball

Getting Fit

In Motion

Nation's Bus ness Today

TMC

Vanea Progra ms

Movie

DuckTales

11:00
Price

Mr Dressup Sesame St

B DeAngeiis Family Feud
Wh Fortune Concentr

SignOrl Com 0
Srgn-CXI Conld

Homestretch Sesame Street g

Trump Card

10:30
Challengers

Price
Tel Truth
Home

Instructional Programming

700 Club
Laverne

Bewitched

Paid Prog
Wfoster

Spoons
Getting Fit

Movie

Movie

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON

a
0
ID
ID
8)
©
60
©
©

11:30
Price

12:00

12:30

News

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

Bold. Bea

Sesame Si

Midday

Pnce

Newsg

Young and the Restless

Country Practice

Closer Look

TnalWalch

News

Home

Match Game Loving g

Instructional

Varied

Instructional

Instructional 1 rogramming

New Beaver

Jeann*

Bold. Bea

2:00
Coronation

TaHabout

Golden Girls Cosby Show
Donahue
H.ird Cofjy

News

Reading

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Varied

Varied

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

So, 1 TV

Duck Tales

Chip-Dale

Tiny Toon

Highway to Heaven g

Chip-Dale

Tale Spin

Tiny Toon

Gro Pams

Final Four

Legends ol Wrestling

Varied
Movie

Hardcastte and McCorrmck Lavetne

Flintstones

Dark Water

Facts ol Lite Chipmunks

Dark Water

B Hiiloiiiies

Varied Progra ms

TMC

Movie

Varied Progra ms

(Blues Band)
Wadnesday Nght - Feb. 27

Video (Ms

Gerakto

Andy Griffith

GRIZWALDS

Danger Bay

Oprah Wmtrey g
Gro Pains

Jake

performing this
Friday & Saturday Nights

Never Twain Dolt

Guiding Light
Sanla Barbara

Bodysnape

BUTZBM

5:30

General Hospital

1 Love Lucy

353-0988

5:00
Donahue

Another Work)

In Motion

W

4:30

One Lite to Live

Training

■TiTt^

4:00
Geraklo

Days of Our Lives g

Jenersons g Hmooner

t EASYSTREET ,«

3:30

All My CtlikJrt n

Instructional Programming

Odd Couple

3:00
Guiding Light

Take the High Road

As the World Turns

tsw

104 S. Main St.

2:30

As me Work) Turns

ALF

Head Ciss

Varied Programs

SELL
YOURSELF
with a resume
from

UniGrophics
211 West Hall
372-7418
CHECK OUR PRICES'
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Due to the Peraian Gull conflict, regular programming may be altered or cancelled.

FRIDAY EVENING
6:00

FEBRUARY 22,1991

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

O
O
CD
€0
8)

News

CBS News

News

NBC News

Personalities ABC News

S

Rod-Reel

MacNeil/Lehrer Newsttour

Wash Week Wall SI

News

CBS News

CBCNews

Businoss

Cleveland

9:00

9:30

Guns ol Paradise

Miss USA Pageant

Canada Winter Games

Urban Angel

Tommy Hunter

Wn Fortune Jeopardy'

Guns ol Paradise

Miss USA Pageant

Ent Tonight

Cheers

Movie: "The Empire Strikes Back

Cur Affair

Family Feud

Full House

Family

Strangers

10:00

10:30
Journal

Go Places

20/20

CBCNews

Good Rockm Tonne

News

Amenca-Nite Stingray

News

Tonight Show

European

Univ. Forum

BD

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall SI

Great Pertormances

Boss'

Charles

Night Court

Mama

America s Most Wanted

World's Greatesl Stunts II

BD

Boss'

Family Ties

Boss?

Family Ties

America s Most Wanted

News

NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings al Edmonton Oilers

Up Close

SportsCtr

Ski World

Skiing Pro Tour

Snowbrd

Am Cup

TMC Movie

Win* People

Cont'd

Movie

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
11:30
12:00

O

o
o
CD
O
19
69
69
60

Bill S led

Sesame Street

Movie:

Dead Man

Letterman
Nightline

Party

Myslery'
Frontline

Star Trek: Next Gener

Murder Thai Wouldn't Die

StarTrak

SpeedWeei.

Spin ol Adventure

World's Grealesl Stunts II
SportsCtr

Jamboree

Drag Racing

Scenes From the Class Struggle m Beverly Hills

Cage

FEBRUARY 23,1991
12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

Women s College Basketball Tennessee at Texas

College Basketball Connecticut al Georgetown

Homeworks

Canada Winter Games

Disability

Gardener

Fish'n

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

PGA Goll: Los Angeles Open

Sportsweekend

Bin a Ted

Fisherman

Women s College Basketball Tennessee at Texas

Saved Bell

Guys

Sat Videos

Inside Slutl

Col:ege Basketball Purdue al Michigan Slate

College Basketball Minnesota at Ohio Slate

Bugs A Tweely

Lime Rosey

Weekend

Senior PGA Golf: Chrysler Cup

PBA Bowling: Flagship City Open

Gourmet

Microwave

Cooking

Garden

Gourmet

Ok) House

Workshop

Hometime

Collectors

Rugs

Austin City Limits

Bradshaw on Homecoming

Vets Only

Fred Trost

MotorWeek

Rod-Reel

Old House

Garden

Workshop

Hometime

Gourmet

Cooking

Ciaoltaka

Classic Car

WWF Superslars

Movie: "Return ol Bruce

Charles

New Lassie

Movie: "Swamp Thing''

SportsCtr

America's Horse

ESM Outdoors
TMC

Pee-wee

Fast Food

12:30

Arsenio Hall

Arsenio Hall

Doctor Who

12:00

Newhart

69

ESPN Motowork)

11:30

11:00
News

Movie

College Baskelbail: Connecticut at Georgetown

Movie "Little Nikita"

Work) ol Aviation

"Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome'

PGA Goll Los Angeles Open

Movie

Cheers

Steam Iron

Wide Worid ol Spons

Alexander

Sci Model

Out ol World Secret ID

Harry-Hendr Dummy

Movie: "The Breaklast Club

Slar Search

Lilestyles-Rich

College Basketball Temple at West Virginia

College Basketball Virginia at North Carolina Slate

Great Balls ol Fire'"

Mov*

Troop Beverly Hils

| Movie

Communion

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:30

10:00

News

o

Saturday Report

Real Fishing Don Cherry

NHL Hockey Toronto Maple Leals al Montreal Canadians

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Cash Exp

Uncle Buck

Lenny

Movie "K-9"

News

Not* rtCWj

Entertainment Tonight

Amen

Amen

Golden Gals

Fishing

ABO rW*S

Current Affair Extra

Young Riders

Movie

Degrassi

Explorers

Lawrence Walk Show

Hats, Handkerchiefs

Currents: From the Rivers ol Our Fathers

a

IB
CD
CD

CD
69
69

CBS News

Big Chuck

Electric

Uncle Buck

Lenny

Movie

Empty Nest

Carol & Co

Lawrence Walk Show

Wondertul Work) ol Disney ■tone: "kma La Douce"
Video

Get a Lite

Cops

Cops

Slar Trek

Star Trek: Next Gener

Video

GetaLile

Cops

Cops

News

ESM Super Bouts

SportsCtr

Amazing Games

TMC

Movie:

Worth
Watching

besi

Emergency

Great American Events

Movie: "Cyborg

| Movie:

.in J intorIII.II nut

stiit/ion, Channel
27. ("hock

Imports

\

Posters

/-

the

liittinK* foi this

Postcards

"oiks programs.

WBGU
TV27

News

Saturday Night Live

Rock-Roll

American Gladiators
Austin City Limits

ComK Strip: Late Night
Events

Rising Storm'

SportsCtr

Close Encounlers-3rd Kind
Rosemary s Baby"
College Basketball
jCommunion

THE
TANNING
CENTER

in

on your public

Star Search

Comic Strip: Lale Night

vn tcr i a i n m c n i

IN

May We Borrow Husband

News

Innovation

12:30

Lonesome Pine Special

Expedition Earth

Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome

12:00

Special Effects

Arsenio Hal

Night Court

Communion Cont'd

Dear John

Raw Deal

Tony Brown

Slar Shot

11:30
Movie:

CBCNews

Charles

Hunter

11:00
News

European

Mama

10:30

K-9"

Boas'

Til*

■

9:00

O

/

Ki-i'cnU l.t'iM-s

,

\

.

< OfiipaM I

1V

DIM S

"

Inde Labels
\

x| Local Music

** I

i^kPJ
.

L

J

el

$1.00 oH
w this AD
$6 OO or more No limitl'
Expires 2 28 0|
tetel order mivgn"ient or trodes i

T-shirts
Stickers

\

We honor competitors advertised
prices
3 Convenient Locations:
• 143 N. Wooster
• 248 N. Main
* 993 S. Main
18 Beds Available
Your tanning professionals
Since 1980.
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

11:30

Wall Si Jml

O
CD

FEBRUARY 24,1991

12:00 | 12:30

Sports 8

1:00

Coronation

Best Years

Meeting Place

Coaches

Jay Eek

College Basketball Pittsburgh at Syracuse

o

Shut-ins

Mass

Fishing

9

Soloflex

Close-Up

Easter Seal Telethon

m

S3
©

1:30

2:00

College Basketball Pittsburgh at Syracuse
Hymn Sing

Canada

NBA Show

2:30

3:00

3:30

College Basketball Louisville at Georgia Tech
Stars (or Literacy

Moving Picture

Adam Smith

Wan St

Roland Hayes

Smithsonian World

Firing Line

Newtons

One on One

Adam Smith

Eyes on the Prize II

Eyes on the Prize II

Eyes on the Pnze II

Telecast

Sotoflex

Movie "The Great Houdinis "

Reporters

TMC

Movie

SO Trek: Next Gener.

SportsCenter

Music

Movie

Mov*

Movie

Movie

Snowurd.

Editors

On the Double

Back to Bataan

Skiing Freestyle Champ

BO«

5:30

Grizzly Adams

PGA Got! Los Angeles Open

NBA Basketball Los Angeles Lakers at Detroit Pistons

Tony Brown Market

American Gladiators

5:00

Easter Seal Telethon Continues

Degrassi

03
urn

4:30

Sportsweekend

College Basketball LouisviHe at Georgia Tech

NBA Basketball Boston Celtics at Indiana Pacers

4:00

PGA Goil Los Angeles Open

Road Race

Airwf Cup

Mclaughlin

Civil War

Eyes on the Pnze II

Nat Cole

Health

Charles

Superboy

Super Force

Boss?

Gro Pams

Dracula

Mafia Princess'

Aerobics Championships
Movie

Tap'

One on One

American Muscle

Dirly Rotten Scoundrels

Horse Racing Gold Cup
"Secret ol the Ice Caves"

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o

News

6:30
CBS News

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wiote

9:00
Movie

9:30

10:00

10:30

And the Sea Will Ten

11:30

12:00

12:30

Siskel

Arsemo Hall

CBCNews

Spitting Image

News

Movie: "Money on the Side"

Family Hour

Wayne & Shuster Years

News

CBS News

60 Minutes

Murder, She Wrote

Movie: "And the Sea Will Tel"

News

NBC News

Super Bloopers & Jokes

Expose

Movie: "Good Morning. Vietnam

News

Roggm s Heroes

Telethon Continues

Lite Goes On

Videos

Movie:

Editors

Kathy Smith

Lawrence Welk Show

Geographic

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Ideas

Bookmark

Detense

Bradshaw on Homecoming Ausbn City limits

Nature

Footsteps

Star Trek Next Ganer.

True Colors

Parker L.

In Color

GetaLile

Marned

Cops

Comic Strip: Late Night

Marketing

Quit

HeadCIss

True Colors

Parker L

In Color

Get a Life

Married.

Cops

News

Com*: Strip Uve

Kenneth Copeland

ant SkNng: Pro Tour

SportsCtr

Speed

America's Wilderness

Boxing: Johnny Tapia vs Louis Curtis

SportsCenter

LPBT Bowling

IMC

Movie:

Movie:

Movie

ID
IS

m
m
e
ra
0D

Bonanza

Family Ties

Secret ol the Ice Caves

MONDAY EVENING

o
o
CD
IS
SI
0
Q3)
0

6:00

6:30

News
CBCNews
CBS News

News

NBC News

Funniest

Twins

Venture

Bull Durham"

Ripping *

Masterpiece Theatre

Sports Xtra

Music Box

Kiss ol the Beast

7:00

7:30
Cleveland

8:00

8:30

9:00

Shade

Major Dad

Canada Winter Games

Land 4 Sea

Anne Murray m Disney

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy1

Shade

Maior Dad

9:30

Murphy Brown

| 10:00
Design W

Other Side of Town

Murphy Brown

Design W

10:30

11:00

Arsenio Hall

Journal

SCTV

Persuaders

CBCNews

Good Sports News

Ent. Tonight Cheers

Fresh Pnnce Blossom

Movie: "Long Road Home"

News

Best Secrets

Movie: "The Dead Pool"

Arsenro Hall

Write

Tonight Show

Travels

Dangerous Assignments

Moyers-Protect Censored

EastEnders

Civil War

Business

Wild Am

Travels

Dangerous Assignments

Moyers-Pro|ect Censored

Served'

Mystery'

Boss'

Charles

Night Court

Mama

Movie: "D A H.Y.L"

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Star Trek

Boss'

Family Ties

Movie:

News

M-A-S'H

ESFK

Sports

Up Close

SportsCtr

TMC

Movie: "The Champ" Cont'd

TBA

College Bask stball Georgetown at St Jot n s
Firsfworks

College Basketball Michigan State at Minnesota

Movie: '■Back to the Future Part II

Movie.

JBBIOLAGE.

If you do, we are the business for you!

FINISHING SPRITZ

^©W l> Op

SyVtmer Btolag* Finishing Sprit/ n t tuperb
*pr*y tor working in LM-minut* vryt* rJrttih or
lor jll-owr hold. Njtruul condrttonen tnnch th*
luir Jnd promt again*! heat Wyling damagr
Stop by todjy and when you puntiM* a full-n/rd
Finishing Sprit/, you'll rccciw tAoi Sprit/ at
i vjrtiil wvingt!

y matrix

HAIR STUDIO

College Basketball
Great Skycoptr

THE

COPY SHOP

!•¥£.
4„_
t0/} *%

s

RARE OILS, BEADS, INSCENCE, ETC.
STRING BAGS, CAN CRUSHERS. ETC.
CRATEfUl DEAD MERCHANDISE
RECYCLING CONTAINERS, WOOD CLOTH RACKS, ETC

<t*»

MUCH, MUCH, MORE...

354-8533

352-4068

We brinft the store to you'
100% ORGANIC, NON-ANIMAL TESTED PRODUCTS

^

141 W. Wooster St.

SportsCtr

BlueCoxer

Hunter

117 East Court St. B.C.

A

$2.00 off a Haircut
$5.00 ofl a rtmi

Movie
M"A"S"H

Party

DO VOU WANT TO BE AN ENVIRONMENTAL
SHOPPER?

SYSTF.ME

W9

Casualties ol War

Letterman
Nightlme

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wixow"

12:30

Amenca-Nite Stmgray

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

m

12:00

Newhart

Cur. Aflair

Family Feud

11:30

Good Sports News

Personalities ABC News
Business

Fn the 13th Series

FEBRUARY 25,1991

CBS News

News

Down to Earth

11:00
News

CtiOMnlollmratttomM QB ot it* personal o»6m

call tor info: 352 3081

more than just copies !
Get the BEST PRICE - Call Us
Copying • Printing • Typesetting
Screen Printing • Word Processing
Trophies • Plaques • Certificates
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
O

6:30

News

FEBRUARY 26,1991
7:00

7:30
Cleveland

CBS News

8:00

8:30

9:00

Rescue 911

Movie

o

CBC News

Carnal Winter Games

5th estate

Market PI

CD

News

CBS News

1
Wh Fortune Jeopardy

Rescue 911

Movie

e

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight Chews

Maiiock

©

Personalities ABC News

Cur Affair

Boss'

Oceanus

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Nova
Nova

Business

Family Feud

Davis Rules

10:00

9:30

10:30

11:00

And the Sea Will Tell
Man Alive

Journal

And the Sea Will Tel"

Arsenio Hall
Rising Damp

CBC News

SCTV

News

Amenca-Nite Stingray
Tonight Show

In the Heat ol the Nighl

Law S Order

News

Roseanne

thirtysomething

Arsenio Hall

Frontline

Rukeyser s Money Guide

EastEnders

Ohio Bus

Frontline

Masterpiece Theatre

Coach

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Wild Am

Great Railway Journeys

Served'

a

Boss1

Charles

Night Court

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Cleveland Cavaliers

Star Trek: Next Gener

Star Trek

•

Boss'

Family Ties

Boss'

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Cleveland Cavaliers

News

M-A-S-H

Up Close

SponsOr

College Basketball Iowa State at Kansas

Pict Snow

Movie

TMC

' St arm an

Blaze

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
O
O

6:30

News

12:00

Newhart

€0

MM NBA Today

11:30

News

Screwball Hotel

Movie

Letterman

J Jackson

M-A-S-H

Hunter

SportsClr

Work) ol Aviation

Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome

FEBRUARY 27,1991

7:00
CBS News

7:30
Cleveland

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

Flash

Jake and the Fatman

10:00

10:30

48 Hours

11:00

11:30
Newhart

Arsenio Hall
My Girl

Canada Winter Games

Night Heat

Nature of Things

CBC News

SCTV

News

CBS News

1
Wh Fortune Jeopardy

Flash

Jake and the Fatman

48 Hours

News

Amenca-Nite Stingray

ID

News

NIJL FMHI

Unsolved Mysteries

Night Court

Seinfeld

Hunter

News

Tonight Show

Doogie H

Anything

Equal Justice

Arsenio Hal
Innovation

An Beat

Served'

Nova

m
©
GD

Ent Tonight

Cheers

Personalities ABC News

Cur Affair

Family Feud Wonder Y

Write

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Gro Pains

Nova

So. Frontiers

Mark Russell Comedy

Nova

Sci Frontiers

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Wild Am

Nova

m

Boss'

Charles

Night Court

Mama

Movie "Willow

SD

Boss'

Family Ties

Bow'

NHL Hockey: Montreal Canadiens at Detroit Red Wings

ISPN Inside PGA

SportsClr

College Basketball Seton Hall at Connecticut

TMC

Movie

Fish Hors

Viva Las Vegas"

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o

ID
ID
CD
CD
€0
89

m

News
CBC News
News

CBS News

News

NBC Ne»s

Personalities ABC News

Belvedere
News

Party

ComeBack

"Once Upon a Family"
M-A-S-H

SportsCenter

Movie: "The Neon Empire"

Letterman
Nightiine

Star Trek
M-A-S-H

College Basketball: Clemson at Duke

My Girl

Hunter
Track and Field

Movie: "Alien Nation"

FEBRUARY 28,1991

7:00
CBS News

7:30

8:00

Cleveland

Top Cops

8:30

9:00

9:30

Flash

10:00

10:30

Knots Landing

11:00

11:30

Arsenio Hall

CBC News

SCTV

My Girl

News

Amenca-Nite Stingray

News

Tonight Show

Canada Winter Games

Adrienne Clarkson

CODCO

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

Top Cops

Flash

Ent Tonight

Cheers

Cosby Show Dil World

Cheers

Cur Affair

Family Feud

Father Dowling Mysteries

Gabriels Fire

Primetime Live

Arsenio Hall
Journal

Kids in the Hall

Journal

Knots Landing
Down Home NBC News Special

12:00

Newhart

News

12:30
He Scores

Letterman
Nightiine

Party

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Nova

Mysleryi

Talking With David Frost

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Wild Am

Thurs Nite

Old House

Mystery'

Bradshaw on Homecoming Served

Boss'

Charles

Night Court

Mama

Simpsons

Babes

Beverly Hills. 90210

Star Trek Next Gener

Star Trek

Boss'

Family Ties

Boss'

Family Ties

Simpsons

Babes

Beverly Hills. 90210

News

M'A'S'H

M-A-S-H

SportsClr

College Basketball: Indiana at Michigan State

SportsCtr.

College Basketball Ate at Ore. Si.

Oceanus

Elm Th brads
IMC

6:30

Journal

12:30

12:00

News

o

CE3C rtfrWS

Party

Nightiine

Guyana-Cult

College Basketball Alabama at Kentucky
Movie:

12:30

Movie

Business

Au Revoir. Les Enlants

Movie:

"MUSK BOX"

College Basketball North Carolina at Georgia Tech
Movie: "Communion'

Frontline
Thurs Nite

Watch
Movie:

The Promise"

Hunter

Posed lor Murder

tnuirrluiiiBP

MIXED BOUQUETS
$4.50
CASH-N-CARRY
TELEPHONE: (419) 353-1045
428 E. Wooster St.
STORE FRONT ON WOOSTER
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

